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HOSPITAL TO ASK NEAR $10,000

OF COASTAL AREA COMMUNITIES

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, February 2, 1957

Italy To Honor
Ledoux For Aid

Boat Terminal

COAST GUARD CHIEF ENDS SERVICE

Plans May Be

-

Okayed Feb. 6

Residents of 20 towns in the
Knox Hospital service area will be
asked to help the hospital offset
an operating deficit for the year by
appropriating sums ranging from
$28 to $3,565 at annual town meet
ings in March. Almost $10,000 will
be requested from the 20 com
munities.
Edward R. Ladd, chairman of
the hospital's Town Appropriation
committee has written to area
town officers asking that warrants
authorizing financial aid from the
towns be placed before the voters.
In his letter to selectmen Ladd
pointed out that Knox Hospital is
pledged to a policy of "rendering
the best possible hospital care to
all regardless of their ubility to
pay”, and that free care given by
the hospital results in an annual
operating deficit.
Some help is given by the state
and through welfare agencies,
Ladd said, but many patients don’t

qualify for state aid or other out
side help, and the hospital must
bear the entire cost of care for
these patients.
In past years, Ladd’s letter said,
the towns in the hospital service
area have rallied to the hospital’s
support.
The amount requested of each
town is computed from a formula
based on the town’s population,
assessment value and the total pa
tient-days from the town for one
year, Ladd said.
Town appropriations requested
for the hospital included Rockland,
$3,565; Appleton, $181; Camden,
$885; Cushing, $113; Friendship.
$250; Hope, $140; Isle au Haut, $28:
Matinicus, $51; North Haven, $155;
Owls Head, $270; Rockport, $523;
St. George, $464; South Thomaston,
$210; Thomaston, $828; Union,
$350; Vinalhaven, $303; Warren,
$485; Washington, $195; Lincoln
ville, $171; and Waldoboro, $634.

Feburary 6 has been set as the
date on which the Rockland Port
trustees will meet with M. D. John
Luttman-Johnson, project engineer
for the proposed Rockland ferry
terminal.
He represents Fay,
Spofford and Thorndike, Boston
engineering firm.
At that time it is hoped to com
plete final plans and accept draw
ings for the construction of the
municipal pier and ferry terminal
bulding at Schofield-White Park in
Rockland. Final approval by the
trustees is required before actual
construction may start.
City Attorney Jerome Burrows
is still continuing his search of
titles and boundaries connected
with a strip of land at the Schofield-White Park whose ownership
is disputed. Condemnation pro
ceedings may be necessary before
actual construction can be started.

Gallant Buys

Youth Held For

Part Interest In
Marine Fuel Co.

Break Has $44.

Gilbert Barker has sold a part
interest in the Marine Fuel Com
pany, the former Thurston Oil
Company, to Capt. Henry Gallant.;
Gallant, head of the Maine Fish
ermen’s Association and operator
of Capt. Henry’s Wharf the past
two seasons, joined the firm this
week.
Both men said they planned to
service the fishing fleet with diesel
and lubricating oils. Construction
of a new wharf at the Tillson ave
nue site is planned.

Sheriff P. Willard Pease is in
vestigating a break into the Stuart
Farnham store in the Masonic
block at Rockport which occurred
sometime
Wednesday
night.
Thieves entered by a rear door.
Missing was about $15 in change
and two cartons of cigarettes.
On Thursday Pease picked up a
14 year old youth who admitted
the break. In the meantime the
owner had also discovered addi
tional losses from a juke box and
from a box near the candy count
er.

Sheriff Pease stated that $44 in
coins were recovered from the
boy’s bedroom.
On Friday morning Judge Al
fred M. Strout heard the com
plaint against the juvenile and the
accused pleaded guilty to juvenile
delinquency, was sentenced to the
State School for Boys, but placed
on probation for a period of two
years. As a part of the probation
he is to earn the money needed
to pay for repairs to the door
through which he entered the
store.

Appleton Over

In Polio Quota

Appleton did more than its
share in the effort to raise funds
for the polio campaign.
With
North Appleton's school still tn
be heard from Mrs. Raymond
Keating, town campaign chair
man, has turned in $147.
A benefit basketball game be
tween alumni and varsity raised
$22.
Profits from refreshments
will go to the Polio Fund by way
of the president’s project, Re
New Recruiters
bekah Assembly of Maine.
Score of the game: Alumni 53, Assigned Here
Varsity 44. The girls varsity de
feated the Alumnae 42 to 22 and
Two new Army Recruiters have
the grammar school girls plunk assumed duties in the Rockland
ed in 30 points to Appleton High area. Working out of the post
office at Augusta, they will visit
Reserves’ 26.

COUNTY CONTENDS STATE SHOULD
BEAR COSTS OF TRIALS OF PRISON

INMATES IN KNOX SUPERIOR COURT
The County Commissioners are
taking steps to recover from the
State of Maine the costs of trials
of convicts charged with crimes,
at the Maine State Prison at
Thomaston.
County Treasurer Blaine Mer
rill said this week that the trials
of four convicts accused of an at
tempted prison break last July 29
cost the county $2,600. He point
ed out that the Commissioners do
not feel that the people of this
county should bear the costs of
such trials. ,
The location of the prison at
Thomaston brings all inmates of
the prison accused of crimes in
that institution to trial in Knox
Superior Court.
All legal action taken by con
victs to gain freedom or new
trials have to be processed
through the Knox County courts.

All hearings on such cases have
to be heard in the court house
with a resulting mass of detail for
the clerk of courts.
The four convicts who were
brought to trail in the October
term of Superior Court each re
quired separate juries. In order
to draw the four juries, large
numbers of persons had to be
called for jury duty, processed
and paid for their time.
Several extra days were added
to the court term due to the
trials with resulting extra costs
to the county.
In presenting theii claims to
the state, it will be the contention
of the Commissioners that the
costs of such trials and habeas
corpus hearings are justly the re
sponsibility of the state as a
whole, and not a single county as
is now the case.

Word has been received by
Rockland Lodge of Elks that one
of its members, Lieutenant Philip
G. Ledoux, U. S. Coast Guard,
commander of the Coast Guard
cutter Legare will be specially
honored on February 3 at the
E’.ks Lodge at New Bedford,
Mass., by the Italian Government
for "valor and service" display
ed by him and the members of
his crew in connection with res
cue work performed at the time
of the sinking of the Italian lux
ury liner Andrea Doria.
Some members of the local
lodge plan to attend the cere
monies.

Maine's Biggest
Buck Dressed At

Volume 112, Number 15

COMMITTEE NAMED TO STUDY

THROUGH MARCH TOWN MEETINGS Given Doria

In Coins In Room

17.60 per year
83.76 six months

EIGHT PAGES—10c COPY

COUNTY MUTUAL FIRE AID
Officers of the Knox County
Firemen's Association met Wed
nesday evening with representa
tives of various communities in
Knox County for the purpose of
planning a mutual assistance
pact.
A committee was named to
draw up a mutual aid agreement,
which, if approved by the Fire
men's Association, will be sub
mitted to the communities within
the county with an invitation to
join the pact.
Serving on the committee will
be Stirling Morris, town manager

of Warren, chairman; Archie
Stevens. Rockport town manager;
Robert Crabtree, selectman, Cam
den; Leon Fitts, town manager of
Thomaston; and Wesley Knight,
Rockland fire chief.
Willis Morse, president of the
Firemen’s Association, led the
discussion. The meeting was at
tended by 22 town officials and
firemen from Camden, Rocikport,
Owls Head, South Thomaston, St.
George, Hope, Thomaston, War
ren and Rockland.
It is hoped to have the matter
in form to be presented to the
forthcoming town meetings.

Polio Drive At

State Values Knox

$6,500 Friday

County $56,100,000

The campaign to raise funds for
A listing of valuations of the
the continued fight against polio 1 severai counties and communities
came to an end, officially, Thurs. .
.,
...
.
.
’
.
,
*n tl>e state by the office of the
314 Pounds In '56
day evening but much work Still
remains to be done to complete state tax assessor shows that
More than 400 hunters have
all
collections, make final account- ' Knox County real estate is worth
Municipal
Court
qualified for the 1956 chapter of
ing, and in general, wind up the $56,100,000.
"The Biggest Bucks in Maine I
Photo by oarde
,,, ...
... 4
...
I
thief Boatswain Herbert N. Litchfield, right, presents retirement
Stanley E. Brazier, 55, of Cush task.
The listing includes all towns of
Club with whitetails weighing a onjHrB ,o cuyj Maynard O'Brien, CSt’G, on Friday morning al the ing, was found guilty’ in Belfast
Sheriff P. Willard Pease, the the county and is as follows;
minimum of 260 pounds each, on Roekland Moorings, thus ending over 20 years service for O'Brien.
Municipal Court this week on county chairman, is pleased with
the hoof.
—. . . —
.. .
..
$ 670,000
, „ I Chief Boatswain s Mate May- War II he was assigned to sub- charges of indecent exposure, the apparent results and has ex- Appleton
"To date , an official of the
Camden
10,700,000
marine patrol out of Portsmouth, ! brought by
Belfast
resident,
pressed
his
appreciation
of
the
state-sponsored club states, "410 nard O’Brien, U. S. Coast Guard,
690,000
N. H.
The offense is alleged to have help he and the members of his Cushing
have been enrolled and a few was retired from the service at
1,400,000
For the past 21 months O'Brien taken place on January 23. Sen- various committees have received Flicntl:'hiP
cards are still filtering in from the Rockland Moorings on Friday has been in charge of the lifeboat tencing was postponed until Feb from the citizens of Knox Coun-| Hope
640,000
late applicants’.
1 morning with appropriate cere- station at the Rockland Moorings ruary 6 by Judgp Richard W. ty. Team work was excellent Isle au Haut
250,000
Upgrading requirements from monipg when he was pregented and for more than three years Glass.
1.900,000
according to Pease, and he is ^orth Haven
200 pounds to 260 pounds, esti- wi(h h,g ordprg dlrectlnR him to prior served as assistant to the
1,600,000
grateful to all, the press, radio Owls Head
mated live weight, has cut enroll assume a retired status.
18,700,000
Chief group commander. Other service
In Municipal Court Thursday, station, the many individuals and , Rockland
ment to about a third of that re Boatswain Herbert N. Litchfield, ! included command of an 83 foot Ruel C. Hooper, Jr., of 10 Rock- the organizations who helped.
Rockport
4300,000
ceived in past years. A Maine the commanding officer of the patrol boat operating out of Bos- ! land street, Rockland, was charged
2,100 000
Money received by the treasurer :
George
850.000
buck now must weigh a minimum Rockiand Group made the pres-: ton and for two years, the 64 i with driving while under the in- of the committee so far includes South Thomaston
5,750,000
of 200 pounds dressed to qualify, entation.
1 footer based in this city.
i fiuenee cf intoxicants. The case the following:
I Thomaston
Union
1.500,000
while a deer of 160 pounds dressed
O’Brien entered the
Coast
O'Erien is married, father of was postponed by Judge Alfred A Pledged on TV program,
$40.00
Vinalhaven
1.900 000
formerly was acceptable. Thirty Guard in December 1936. at two daughters and one son all Strout until Feb. 4 to permit a leFrom Finnish-American
Warren
2.300,000
per cent is added to dressed Hampton Beach, N. H., his first of whom are making their home at turn from the blood test taken, and
dance,
$1,300.00
Washington
720,000
weight to arrive at estimated live station being the lifeboat station Lubec where he will join them. Hooper was released under $200 school cards from RockMatinicus
weight.
$93.00]...............
13
°’°00
there. Further stations included
The gift of a clock and baro- surety.
land,
Tony Farino, 360 Atwood Ave., service at other lifeboat stations meter set expressed the respect | Trooper Carey Thing made the Blup Crutch Salpgj
$350.00
In Lincoln County, the stato
Waterbury, Conn., is believed to jn New Hampshire, Massachu- and esteem in which he was held arrest on Jan. 30 on Route 1, be- Miscellaneous coffees in
| places a value of $4,100,000 on
tween Waldoboro and Warren.
have dropped the heaviest buck in setts and Maine
During World by his shipmates.
$53.35 Waldoboro; $410,000 on Monhegan
homes,
1956. Unfortunately, he did not
$1,105.00 and $1,450,000 on Jefferson.
Radio Auction,
Annette H. Gould of Waldoboro Dime cards.
have the weight certified by a
$600.00
Waldo County communities are
Bus Line Court
pleaded guiliy to driving without
Maine game warden but returned Coffin Digging
i valued as follows: Lincolnville,
Mothers' March:
a license on Jan. 31 She paid a Rock]andj
a weigh slip from Ray’s Super
$1,262.60 $1,450,000; Liberty, $750,000; IalesTourney Starts
Into Jump In
fine of $10.
Market in Waterbury stating that
$775 00 bom. $1,600,000, and Belfast,
Camden,
his buck tipped the scales at 314 Gas, Oil Costs
$370.06 $10,400,000.
Thomaston,
On Tuesday
Horace E. Pinkham of Saco, for- Rockport,
pounds dressed without heart and
$299.45
Valuations set by local tax agFinal standings of the Bus Line merly of Rockport, was taken into Qwls Head
Representative Frank M. Coffin
$148.25 sessors are almost always lower
liver, shortly after he had returned home. Estimated live weight of Maine has written a letter to Basketball League as the season custody by Camden police Wednes- South ThomastOn
$63.71 than the State figures.
would have been 408 pounds. Sam Assistant Attorney General Victor wag compIeted Thursday evening daY _eveninS_ona warrant signed WarreIli
$144.84 ----Begin, 928 Minot aveune, Auburn, R- Hansen, inquiring about Govaccor(Ung tQ Cag by Roland F. Blaisdell of Rock- A total of approximately, $6,605.26 special project of the Internation
1 port, alleging, cheating by false
al Relations Committee, has a
did have his 312 pounds (dressed) ernment action on the recent inper Ciaravino, guiding light of the pretenses.
goal of $10 000, over $7,000 having
buck certified by Warden P. J. crease in oil and gasoline prices,
The warrant asserts that last Zontas Plan
Mahany of Auburn. Estimated pointing out that the price jump league,
been subscribed by clubs so far.
Lost Oct. 20 Pinkham represented himWon
live weight was 406 pounds, two *s “ causing great economic hard
Tour
of
Europe
self as a salesman of the William
7
0
pounds less that Farino’s white- ®bip to the people in my District", Rockport
TOUR FAVORITE POEM
Miller and Son Co. of Charles6
1
Union
The Zonta Clubs of America,
tail. Farino’s buck was tagged in Coffin said that he was "anxious
ff I had my life to live again
town, N. H. and induced Blaisdell Canada and Hawai,
2
5
group of i would have made A rule to read
Mt. Vernon and Begin's in Auburn. that some definite action will be South
to
order
250
calendars
for
which
he
4
3
prominent professional and exe- nme poetry and listen to eome
Twenty-four women made the club taken to alleviate this inflationary Camden
gave Pinkham a check for $37.50. cutivp basinpsg womcn, wU1 gcnd nuslc at least once a week. The
3
Owls Head
4
this year.
The calendars were not received representatives to the organiza oss of these tastes is a lose at
2
5
I Central
of the winter".
hnd Blaisdell now alleges that
1
1 North
6
NEWS FROM HOME
tion’s European Conference to be
Rockland each Tuesday, at 1 p.
Pinkham was not an authorized
Thomaston
0
7
held in Paris on June 8, 9 and 10, When the evening shade is failin'
m., at the State of Maine Employ
agent of the company at the time.
at the closing of the day.
according to Leah Davis Brooks
Preliminary games will start on
ment office.
Held in Knox County jail under
of Thomaston, president to the An' a feller rests from labor,
the
Tuesday at
Camden High
$1000 bond, he was arraigned in
smokin’ at his pipe of clay.
Rockland area club.
School gym with the start off
Ralph B. Mauk and George V. served that
There’s nothing does him so much
Municipal Court on Thursday
A
tour
of
Europe,
planned
to
game
matching
Rockport
and
Goodnoe who have both returned came at a
good, be fortune up or down,
morning at which time Judge Al
coincide with the European Con As the little country paper from
recently from duty with the Army oil and gasoline stocks were at an Thomaston.The second game will frpd^7 Stroxitj^stponed-the ~ea»e
his Old Home Town.
in Germany. Mauk is member of all-time high. He also questioned bringtogether Camden andOwls un^jj priday
tbe request of the ference is open to all Zonta mem
Army Medical Service, served dur- the action of the Texas Railroad ”
J'
H‘‘*ad
| State Police, to permit appear- bers desiring to visit overseas It ain't a thing of beauty and Its
print's not always clean.
countries and meet their fellow
ing World War II and the Korean Commission in reducing produc- Wednesday, the prelims will ’ ance of additional witnesses.
But it straightens out his temper
campaigns, and holds the combat tion quotas for the month of Feb- continue with South and Central j On Friday morning Judge Strout club women.
when a feller’s feelin' mean;
The tour entitled "Friendship
medical badge, an unusual distinc- ruary.
being the first contest and Union , dismissed "Fraud” charges
It takes the wrinkles off his face
Trip
”
should
help,
according
to
tion only obtained in actual com-i The Second District Congress- and North following.
an’ brushes off the frown,
against Pinkham holding that
Mis. Helen P. Solon, chairman, That little country paper from his
bat service on the front lines.
| man raised the following questions
The semi-finals will be played “Embezzlement” might have been
Old Home Town.
Goodnoe served in Europe dur- in connection with the Justice Do Thursday with the Tuesday win- j the more correct charge. Immedi- International Relations Commit
ing World War II and in Korea partment’s study: "I should like ners matched in the first game ate restitution of the claim made tee, "... to guide us to a more It tells of all the parties and the
balls of Pumpkin Row,
with the 7th Regiment, 3d Divi- to know what action is being taken and the Wednesday winners in by Blaisdell was made in chamb thoughtful evaluation of many
facts of international understand ’Bout who spent Sunday with
sion, U. S. Army. He holds the in this investigation; what areas the second.
ers and arrangements made for
who’s girl, and how the
ing regarding peoples and condi
Combat Infantry badge, another the investigation will cover; and
crops’ll grow,
Winners of the Thursday semi the payment of other similar cases tions.”
decoration for front line fighting, how long you expect this investigaAn’ how it keeps a feller posted
finals will play for the champion pending.
A
series
of
four
tours
are
offer

These two non-commissioned tion will take to complete",
who's up and who is down,
ship on Saturday and the losers
Pinkham, who had been an in ed. There is a main 17 day tour That little country paper from his
officers will replace Master Serjn releasing his letter, Coffin
will be matched in a consolation mate of the Knox County jail since which covers France, Switzerland
Old Home Town.
geant Roland H. Curry who was sa;d that he was also checking the game.
Wednesday did not enjoy his free and Germany where visits to Now, I like to read the dailies and
ti ansferred to duty in the Pacific, possibilities of Congressional acGame times will be at 3.45 p. m. dom very long. Sheriff Pease ar Zonta Clubs have been arranged.
the story papers too,
Under the new NCOS in charge the tion in this field. Several proposlocal district has been enlarged to ala have beon madp to date in. Tuesday and Wednesday with the rested him again, this time on re There are also additional exten And at times the yaller novels
and some other trash—don’t
Saturday games set for 1.30 p. m. quest of Somerset County authori sion tours for those who have the
include Knox, Lincoln, Somerset, ciudinR Congressional investigayou?
ties, who charge him with de time, which go on to Austria,
Kennebec and a large part of tiong and thft establishment of
But when I want some readln*
Cancer office volunteers week frauding an inn keeper.
Waldo counties.
that’ll brush away a frown,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Sweden.
temporary price controls on oil of February 4 will be: Monday.
I want that little paper from my
Denmark,
Finland,
Norway
and
and gasoline.
Old Home Town.
Mrs. Lewis Black of Rockland;
At Friday’s session of the Muni England.
Selected.
Tuesday. Mrs. Roger B. Jameson cipal Court Judge Alfred M. Strout
The visit to the Vienna Club is
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
of Thomaston; Wednesday, Miss found Frederick L. Brazier of of particular interest to Zontians
••OOOOOOOOOOOOWMOMei
Nora Beaver of
Thomaston; Lisle street, Rockland, guilty of at this time since this club is di
DODGE • PLYMOUTH
Thursday, Mrs. Hattie Sncw of driving while under the influence recting the relief work with Hun
Call
RUBBER STAMPS
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
COMMUNITY OIL CO.
Rockland; Friday, Miss Peggy of intoxiating liquor in Rockland garian refugees for Zonta. The
For TV Stamps with
Simms of Clark Island.
All Types and Sizes
on Jan. 31. He fined him $100 and “Fund for Hungarian Patriots”, a
First Choico Used Cars
RANGE CA^SO FUEL
ON ORDER AT
costs of $6. Brazier appealed the
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND
conviction to the February term
OILS
BT. 1, NEW COUNTY RD.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
NOTICE
•••••>•OOOOOOOOOOOOUhR
of Knox County Superior Court
104-tf ,
Saturday Night
^X^X^il^X^X^X^X^X^X^X^X^
and was released in $200 personal
Commencing Feb. 16
recognizance.
’^X^X^X^XZa
PARTY
• • •
Waldoboro
Lewis F. Ogier, Camden, pleaded
WANTED - INSIDE MACHINISTS
Elks' Home
guilty to* illegal parking on Route
FIRST CLASS MACHINISTS - for machine rebuilding and
die work. Moat be able to run all types of maehine tools.
105 on Jan. 31 and paid a fine of
Lockers, Inc.
FEBRUARY 2 - 9 to 12
Hourly rate and liberal benefits.
$10 and costs of $6.

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

.. SPECIAL ..
10 Aluminum Comb. Windows
1 Aluminum Comb. Door

J

NEWCO * ROCKET 2 TUCK

Regular $335.

NOW

$289.

No Down Payment

AslittloAs

$9.36 par Month

HOME DEMONSTRATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Call Rockland 1430-W; CRestwood 4-2686

HOWARD KENNISTON
29 GAY STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
6-S-tf

Apply in person or by phone or letter

WALDOBORO

BONNAR-VAWTER, INC.

WILL CLOSE AT 6 P. M.

ROCKLAND, MAINE — PHONE 626

ON SATURDAYS

For Elks and Guests

14-16

A true optimist is the father
who actually believes he can get
out of the hole by next Christ
mas.

FREE MUSIC
FREE REFRESHMENTS
AND DOOR PRIZE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Poge Two

Boy Scouts Mark 47th Birthday

Coffin Comments
On Washington

ONWARD, ,,
For God and My Country
4

In many ways this is not a typi
cal session of Congress. Veterans i
of the Hill tell me that the first
weeks of the usual session are
j characterized
by a •‘marking
. time” on the part of the Adminis
tration and the Congress.
.Middle East “Crisis”

communications from his friends
and fellow citizens at home, as
well as the resources of his own
training and experience.
Personal Notes

Beyond the House and the Com- j
mittee rooms is the new world of
Washington, delighting and baffl
ing my family and me. One inch
of snow here closes schools and
slows everything to a dead stop— j
Our children have classmates!
from many lands—Noiseless rol
ler skates for navigating the end- i
less corridors would double the
the work a Congressman could do
—One of my colleagues on the
Foreign Affairs Committee is I
“Judge” Saund from California, j
born a Sikh in India, not even eli-,
gible to vote 10 years ago, and now
able to speak from his own experi
ence to the millions of Asia of the
unlimited possibilities of human
progress under our way of life—
Our office currently displays a
well-seasoned lobster trap, and is
known as “the Office with the
Lobster Trap”—The other mem
bers of the Maine delegation, Sen
ators Smith and Payne, and Rep
resentatives Hale and McIntire,
have all helped in the process of
settling into routine—Among the
other “freshmen” are a minister,
a policeman, a teacher, a sales
man, a rancher, and a fertilizer
distributor—The youngest is 30
and the oldest 81.

This year, the President’s re! quest for a joint resolution on the
j Middle East precipitated Congres
sional action on a major issue two
days after the session opened. M.v
' ’ IM
assignment to the Foreign Affairs
j Committee has thrust me into the
I center of the debate on this vital
: question.
The Foreign Affairs Committee
! has held nine days of hearings on
■ the proposed resolution, hearing
1 such witnesses as Secretary’ of
State John Foster Dulles, Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Admiral Radford, former Secre
tary of State Dean Acheson, and
j General Alfred Gruenther. ConI gressional concern over the Presi
5- ♦
? •
dent’s proposals is deep, as has
been indicated by the large attend
ance at Committee hearings, the
searching questions directed at
,s„47h ANNIVERSARY
witnesses.
and
the
interest
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
shown by Representatives who are
not members of the Committee.
7
It is too early to predict the re
sults of this inquiry, but we can
OFFICIAL BOY SCOUT WEEK POSTER
outline some of the questions Wrecks Defeat
Mote than 4.500,000 Cub beconie intelligent citizens with
which are on the minds of mem
Scouts, Boy Scouts, Explorers, an appreciation of the free way
bers of both sides of the aisle.
Rockport Pirates
and adult leaders throughout of life and a dedication to high
Some of these questions involve
the nation will observe Boy spiritual ideals.
The Rockland Wrecks defeated i
Boy Scout Week observances
constitutional matters. Does the
Scout Week, February 6 to 12,
will feature preparation for the
resolution involve an unwise dele the Rockland Pirates 40 to %
marking the 47th anniversary of Fourth National Jamboree,
the Boy Scouts of America.
gation of Congressional powers? Thursday evening at Rockport.
which will find 50.000 Scouts
Since 1910, Scouting has and
leaders camping where
Does the President have the That makes an even number of
served over 26,000,000 boys and Washington camped at historic
power to commit troops in such wins and losses for the Wrecks,
adult leaders
Valley Forge. Pennsylvania
situations as he has described, five and five.
Through its Four-Year Pro next July 12 to 18. The nation’s
High scorers: Ricky Smith for ,
gram, "Onward for God and My 111,000 Scout units will feature
without the resolution he has re
Country,” the organization seeks rededication ceremonies on Feb
quested? Does the President have the Rocklanders. 14 points; Ralph |
to train more boys in patriotism ruary 8. the actual birthday of
sufficient power for expenditure of Thorndike for the Pirates. 17.
and character so that they will Scouting in America.
Rockland Wrecks (40)
money from funds already appro
Lf. Kelsey (1); rf, Mosher, j
priated for the purposes he has in
Stratton Kl); c. Johnson 3; lg.
Federal Funds
Second District
dicated?
Beyond these questional of Con DeShon 2(2), Smith 5(4); rg. I
Available For
Gardner 4(2). DiRenzo.
Office Opened
stitutional powers and precedents
Rockport Pirates (30)
there are inquiries on the nature
Town Planning
By Congressman
Lf. Kenniston (2); rf. Burns 2. i
of a policy best suited to our needs
Maine communities can obtain and aspirations. Should this reso Johnstone 2(1); c. Thorndike 6(5); .
U. S. Representative Frank M.
lg. Dean; rg. Carleton 1(6).
Coffin announced today that his federal -funds for planning pro lution be passed in the form of a Rockland
15 24 32 40
law,
or
should
it
be
merely
an
ex

District Office at 460 Main Street, grams in 1957 if they take the
Rockport
4
22
Lewiston, is now formally open to i necessary action during town pression of the “sense” of the Con
Official: Farley.
gress?
What
wording
would
cre

the public.
Mrs. Catherine D. , meetings this spring. Sulo J. Tani,
ate the most effective psychologiTimpany. district assistant to
planning chief of thc Maine Dc-1 ca, jmpact Qn
Middlp Eaaf Orono Subdues
Congressman Coffin, has return-!
partment of Development of In Europe. Asia and the Communed from an indocrination and
dustry and Commerce said today.
ists? What in addition to this Camden 63-50
orientation period in Washington
“Planning is essential to sound resolution is needed to create a !
during which time she was in
Orono High invaded Camden .
economic growth. It brings into
sound and well-rounded foreign
structed in the duties of the dis
Wednesday and walked off with Its 1
focus the arrangement and ade
policy?
trict office which consists of ser
j eleventh win of the season, beating
quacy of the street system, the
vice to the public on all phases of
water supply, sewerage, schools
I the locals by a score of 63 to 50.
Administration resoluliaison at the Congregational
and other essential facilities. It about the
Jack Trefethen and Dave Gildart
Jevel.
is necessary for the future ex tion will carry over into other ! were the leading sharpshooters for
Telephone or personal calls, as pansion and development of com foreign policy legislation at this
th«‘ Red Riots, the former coming
well as written inquiries on any mercial and industrial areas,” session. Many of us feel that even
up with 13 points while Gildart
matter which may be of interest Tani said.
more important than any action
j sank six field goals and two fouls
to either the individual or the
on
this
resolution
is
a
re-evalua
Federal funds are available on
i for a total of 14.
Congressman, are invited. Con a 50-50 matching basis, Tani said. tion of our foreign aid, to avoid
gressman Coffin is especially in Cities and towns with a population waste, to provide for healthy cco-i1 Bennett led the Camden scorers |
with a 15 point, tally.
terested in hearing thc views of under 25.000 are eligible.
nomic development at home and i
Orono (63)
any and all people of the Second
Three Maine communities—Au abroad, and to create a climate of I
Lf, Derring 1. Gildart 6(2), Savoy |
Maine District.
opinion
that
is
favorable
to
peace
burn. Sanford, and Presque Isle—
2; if. Libby 1. Hunt 1(2), Petti
The district office has already took advantage of the program as well as to the United States.
grew 1; c. Trefethen 4(5). Veno 1; i
handled a number of cases per in 1956. Tani said.
Bills and More Bills
lg, Glandville 3. Wright 2; rg.
taining to Civil Service, immigra
Planning studies financed under
Even while we wrestle with the
tion, potential nominations to the the federal-local matching funds dilemma of our Middle East Pol Gould 3(2). Sailor 1.
Air Force, Naval. Military, and arrangement may be carried out icy there are other items pressing
Camden (50)
Coast Guard Academies, veterans through the employment of pro
Lf, Fugel 3(3); rf, Mitchfield
for our attention. Already we
and other matters. Congressman fessional consultants, by a plan
have heard the President’s State 3(1): c. Mitchell 1(1), Powers 1(2);
Coffin also announced that Mrs. ning staff employed for the pur
of the Union and Budget mess lg, Bennett 5(5), Pitman 3: rg.
Timpany will relay all messages pose, or in some cases by DDIC
ages. Thousands of bills have Cooper 1(6), Hurlburt.
to him through daily contact with staff men assigned to the project,
14 28 53 63
been introduced. At the opening Orono
his Washington office.
he stated.
8 15 26 50
session, the Members of the Camden
The District Office will be open
Towns wishing to “explore the House set a modern day record
Officials: Dalton and Thomas.
from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Monday program” can obtain the neces
by filling 2,134 bills. There were
through Friday and 9 a. m. to 1 sary information from his office,
so many bills introduced Jan. 3 VINALHAVEN
noon on Saturdays. Evening ap-1 Tani said.
that the Clerk's “hopper” was not
The program for the adult polio
pointin' nts may be arranged by
------------------big enough to hold all the legisla vaccinations, sponsored by the
calling 4-69X3 or writing the Dis- ( Any man who pays as hv goes
trict Office at 460 Main Street. I may not go far. but actually en- tion. A large drawer was brought Vinalhaven Health Council, has
in to supplement the receptacle been received most enthusiasti
Lewiston.
1 joys his trip twice as much.
for proposed bills.
cally by the townspeople,
Since opening day more than with many participating. These
1,000 pages of the Congressional inoculations are being given bv '
Record have been published. The Dr. Ralph Earle and Public !
Record includes the official pro Heath Nurse Marjorie Rascoe. as
ceedings of both Houses, remarks sisted by the Health Council
by various members, and appendi members at Dr. Earle’s office,
ces of speeches, remarks, and in-; Wednesday. Feb. 6. will be the
sertions” in the Record on all i last opportunity for anyone in
sorts of subjects, major and minor, terested to receive the first shot
inportant and trivial. The Record in a series of three, and anyone
Chevrolet 4-Door Station Wagon
presents a reflection of the Con-; who has not yet signed up or I
gross in all its moods as it pro-1 been contacted to sign up and |
Chevrolet 210 2-Door Sedan
ceeds to the massive task of legis would like to participate please !
Dodge Coronet Lancer 2-Door
lation. The Representative faces contact Edith Grimes, chairman j
Plymouth Belvedere Sport Coupe
the challenge of education, consid of the program. February 6 is
eration and judgment as he pre the last opportunity to receive the !
Olds 88 Sport Coupe
pares to vote on the measures first inoculation in this series.
Hudson Club Coupe
which will affect the safety, se-i
Keep your temper—-it’s worth
Mercury 2-Door Sedan
curity and welfare of his constit
uents. In all he depends on the more to you than anyone else.

JH-

FIRST CHOICE USED

CARS

Dodge Royal 4-Door Sedan

Dodge Coronet 4-Door Sedan
Henry "J"
Plymouth Belvedere Sport Coupe

BID NOTICE

Dodge 2-Door Sedan
Nash Rambler Convertible

CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan

JANUARY 30, 1957.

Mercury 4-Door Sedan

Dodge Convertible
Plymouth Club Coupe

International

Ton Pick-up

Dodge Vi Ton Pick-up

Bids will be received at the office of the City Mana
ger until 2 P. M., Friday, February 15, for supplying the

City with gasoline for the coming year.

Details and specifications are available at the City
Manager's Office.

ELLl
ROUTE 1

?Y T. NELSON, INC.
THE THOMASTON-ROCKLAND LINE
TEL. ROCKLAND 720

LLOYD K. ALLEN,
Purchasing Agent.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher. John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

EDITORIAL
GOVERNMENT IS THE SERVANT

The accompanying cartoon emphasizes more clearly
than any words the great danger this nation faces from the
rattle headed political planners who would rearrange the
operation of this great country of ours according to their
ideas.
Needless to say these ideas would be decidedly pink and
we are grateful that the threat from the political planner
sect is much less in these sterner days of Eisenhower than
they were during the Tr uman regime.
It was unfortunate that many of these mental giants ap
peared among the faculties of our great universities and
commanded a strong following in the nature of things. It
seems to us that the nation was never in greater danger
than during the heyday of the “New Deal” and “Square
Deal” braintrusters, for to these men the government was
the master in their schemings and the people were the ser
vants.
We arc humbly grateful to Almighty God for the gr adual
r eturn to the Faith of Our Fathers with the churches of the
nation once more filled with worshippers who subscribe to
the fundamental belief that the Government is the servant
and not master of the people.

"A PROPHET IS NOT WITHOUT HONOR''
It took the gr eat Christian Science Monitor to put into
words proper recognition of the part played by the Boston
Safe Deposit and Trust Co. in the creating and maintenance
of the beautiful William A. Farnsworth Library and Ait
/Museum in this City. The Monitor emphasized its story
with a most attractive picture of the Museum showing the
western entrance.
The Monitor’s story was as follows, voicing the senti
ments of Ralph Lowell president of the corporation.
(TLTUKAL CENTER SET I'P

We have always been extremely proud of our role in
creating and maintaining the William A. Farnsworth Art
Museum and Homestead in Rockland, Maine. Made pos
sible by the vision and generosity of Miss Lucy A. Far ns
worth, it is regarded as one of the finest small art galleries
in the country. The construction of the museum and res
toration of the homestead was entirely the responsibility
of thc trust company as executor and trustee under Miss
Farnsworth’s will. In this capacity we had help and guid
ance from citizens of Rockland. We believe that we have
created in Rockland, not only a cultural center for the com
munity but a civic center as well. The gallery and home
stead is enjoyed by all people of the coastal Maine area
and plays an important role in the life of this community.
The Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company has enjoyed
the contact with the Maine coast and we have made many
friends there.

COUNTY-WIDE MUTUAL AID
It has long been the ideal of Rockland fire chiefs to
work out some plan whereby a practical mutual aid could
be arranged under which any community, large or small,
within the county, could receive aid from its neighbors in
fighting fires, at no cost.
There are many technical problems that present them
selves to the working out of such a plan that would serve
harmoniously over the years. This is by no means the*
first time hopes have been high for such a mutual agree
ment on assistance in time of fire.
A partial plan has operated satisfactorily for a con
siderable time and gives hope that the full plan may be
completed at this time. Rockland, Rockport, Camden and
Thomaston have an agreement already and in addition
Camden and Lincolnville work with each other at no charge
in case of serious involvements.
It is the earnest hope of all departments, who are men
of good will, that the agreements may now be worked out
in detail to embrace all towns in the area.

A LOOK TO THE FORE
It s a long time to look forward, Aug. 2, 3 and 4, yet
before we realize it those three highly important days to
Rockland will be upon us.
It was realization of the fact that time moves swiftly
that has started the Rockland Festival Corporation into
active preparation for thc big annual Seafoods Festival.
The pronounced success of the 1956 festival under the
presidency of Wendell Hadlock came after several mediocre
seasons, and success perched on our banner simply because
about this time a year ago President Hadlock roused his
committees to action
Thus it happens that right now committees for the
Maine Seafoods Festival of 1957 are in (till cry and plans
for the event are swiftly being rounded into shape.
Even the menu, probably the most single important
factor of she big party, is approaching final discussion, and
top manpower, the secret of it all, is already arranged.
Robert Blake who did such a grand job on the feeding
line, will be in charge of that feature again. Howard
Edwards has accepted responsibility for care of the grounds
which is a great task in itself and Vice President Ralph
Cowan will look after the festival premises.
It is a strange fact that nobody ever takes it upon
themselves to tell thc Festival's responsible heads what a
fine job they do. We take it for granted, but these men and
women put in endless hours in Rockland’s behalf and we
hereby present our official “Thanks” in advance.

OLD GOOSE AND HIS GANDERS
GOBBLE UP WYMIE AND HIS

HAPLESS, UNHAPPY WORMS
The Ganders finally got to the j Score:
top heap this week as they gave
Fishhawks: Norton 238, Warren
the Worms one of the worst drub 243. Smith 228. White 247, V. Guil
bings of the season, a 131 pin ford 282. total 1238.
Blackfaces: H. Chilles 280. Wins
defeat that left Wymie and his
Worms somewhat groggy and low 239, Rosen 247. E. Conway 239,
caused them to review their J. Chilles 257, total 1262.
chances of winning the pennant.
The Palefaces swamped the Dog
The old Goose and all of his Gan towners in their match on Thurs
ders seemed to be in fine fettle, | day night, giving them a 131 pin
the Goose turning out a 295 which j shellacking which only served to
boosted that average of his which , emphasize the superiority of the
he watches so closely. Captain Palefaces over other teams in
Wymie and Old Timer Drew have 1 the Saltwater League.
a little wager on the Goose's abil
This League operates on a "may
ity to average 90 for the season, the best team win” basis and has
with Wymie taking the affirmative made no effort to distribute the
and Drew taking the negative.
better bowlers around where they
Someone asked the Goose to would serve to balance the
what he laid his recent resurgence j strength of the different teams, as
in bowling and he said that while j the Vinalhaven League has been
some of his older teammates were doing for years. This has operat
using Gcritol and ethers still stuck ed to stimulate interest, make for
to Lydia Pinkham’s. he had simply better feeling, and distribute the
doubled his intake of coke and pea financial burden more evenly. It
nuts and it had done the truck.
is hoped this league will consider
Score:
the matter in the near future for
Ganders: H. Peterson 261. Drew the benefit of their members.
272. Sutliffe 264. Sanborn for I Palefaces: J. Littlefield 251 S.
Peacock 269. Goose. 295. total 1361. Davis 247. H. Conway 275, L.
Worms: Grimes 228. Bickford Mills 279. D. Oakes 280, total 1332.
250, Johnson for Chilles 246. Rae
Dogtowners: K. Polk 230, V.
261. Wymie 246. total 1231.
Ames 235. F. Thompson 248. R.
A peculiar circumstance hap Walker 250. K. Young 238. tota.
pened in the Pirate-Duck match I 1201.
Wednesday evening when, because Y'ihaUiaven
League
Individual
of Charlie Mitchell’s handicap ■ Standings Through January 11
the match came out a tic. The
Games Pinfall Ave.
Ducks had taken the first string by Guilford
42
3980 94.32
one pin. while the second went to Poole
42
3860 91.38
them by 31. But the Pirates came Rae
30
2730 91.00
bouncing back with a good string Shields
24
2183 90.23
in the third and when Charlie Nelson
30
2666 88.26
calmly announced he was due 12 Drew
27
2394 88.19
pins on his handicap it showed Smith
39
3443 88.11
that all things were even. As Oakes
4205 87.29
48 .
Shields had gone home thinking it Johnson
39
3419 97.26
was all over the rest of the crowd Arey
30
2631 87.21
squared away for a bowl off which Peterson
42
3657 87.30
the Pirates won taking three Sanborn
36
3109 86.13
points where they thought they Sutliffe
45
3857 85.32
had none.
Olson
39
3327 81.12
Grimes. MacDonald and Mitch Chilles
27
2277 84.96
el! bowl under an agreement Bickford
27
2220 82.60
whereby if they do not score 230 or Peacock
2488 81.19
30
better they are allowed enough to Mitchell
33
2610 80.06
make up to 230. This is the first MacDonald
33
2573 77.32
time since the agreement went
Grimes
27
2102 77.23
into effect that it has changed a
Statistics by Morgan Sutliffe.
decision
Shields' 313 was another factor,
however, that tipped thc scales in Ham Operators
favor of the Pirates.

Ask Call Letters

Score:

Pirates: Mitchell 230. Olson 252
Johnson 254, Sanborn 275, Shields
313. total 1324.
Ducks: MacDonald 235. Oakes
281. Sutliffe for Nelson 276. Smith
257. Poole 275. total 1324.
In the Saltwater League the
Blackfaces took a low score game
from the fading Fishhawks to
bring them within striking dis
tance ot second place which is a
goal far beyond their fondest
dreams of early season.
Van Guilford of the Fishhawks,
although high with a 282. spoiled
what might have been a better to
tal with a 63 string in his second
effort, and the rest of his team
mates were unable to get out of
the ruck especially in the last
string where the Blackfaces got
their biggest majority. H. Chilles'
102 in that string was high single
and it seemed as if both teams
had just got around to put their
mind oil their work at quitting
time.

On Car Plates
Alfred Teel of Rockland is coninuing his efforts on behalf of
.he radio amateurs of the state
for the issue of special license
Vates to all licensed ham opera
tors.
According to Teel, he contacted
Governor Muskie sometime prior
to his election on the matter and
received assurance of Muskie’s
interest.
A recent letter from
Teel to the governor was written
to remind him and to urge him
to take steps needed to obtain for
the 1195 amateur radio operators
in the State of Maine license
plates that, in addition to the reg
ular inscription, would also show
the call letters of their station.
The cost of the extra labor en
tailed in making thes*e plates
would be borne by the operators
and is believed to run to about $2
pei set of plates.

LOOK
AT THESE

BARGAINS
You Can Purchase Any of the Following For
tt
I

As Low As $25.00 Down
1953
1953
1953

CHEVROLET 4-DOOR
CHEVROLET 2-DOOR
PLYMOUTH 2-DOOR

$795.00
795.00
495.00

Open 7 Days and 7 Nights a Week
1952
1952

595.00
595.00

FORD 4-DOOR SEDAN
PACKARD 4-DOOR SEDAN

Your Present Car
May Make the Down Payment
1951
1951
1951

395.00
495.00
695.00

STUDEBAKER 2-DOOR
PLYMOUTH 4-DOOR
CHEVROLET 1 TON PANEL

New and Used House Trailers
1946 DODGE </2 TON PICK-UP
(2) 1946 DODGE 2’/j TON LONG WHEELBASE

HAROLD C. RALPH
WALDOBORO, MAINE

100.00
295.00

CHEVROLET

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 2,1957

OF THE

TOWN

STUDENTS - TRAFFIC SAFETY IS

Jobless Received

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS WELL

STEAMBOAT YARNS

$7,150,861 From

of Ships and Men

State Last Year

AS THE DRIVER’S-DO YOUR PART

The noon train from Portland
Friday arrived nearly three hours
[Social and community events late, having been delayed enroute
are solicited for this calendar. All by engine trouble.
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
The Knox County Camera Club
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, will meet at Carroll Berry's
cannot be accepted. The decision
Studio in Rockport at 7.30 p. m.
of the editor is final.]
Tuesday. Feb. 5. Members bring
Feb. 5—Miriam Rebekah bodge
meets at the Odd Fellows Hall cameras with both color and black
and white film to take pictures of
at 7.30. .
Feb. 7—Theta Rho Girls Club.
a hard-boiled egg.
Feb. 7—Rockland Emblem Club
meets at the Elks Home at 6 30.
The February meeting of the
Feb 8—Past Matrons and Past Rockland High PTA will be held at
Patrons Night. Golden Rod
the high school Monday at 730 p.
Chapter, OES. 6.30 p. m.
Feb. 12—Zonta Club meets at the m. with President Sebastian Gvod
Hotel Thorndike at 12.30.
er conducting the meeting. A
Feb. 15 — Woman’s Educational panel of Senior Class members,
Club meets at the Farnsworth
under the guidance of Mrs. Martha
Museum at 3 p. m.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday. Viik, will discuss “Teen-agers and
March 1—Methebesec Club meets popular music’’.
Refreshments
with Mrs. Maude Blodgett at will be served.
2 30 o. m.
April 1-4—Farm and Home Week
Charles Foote, Sr., chairman of
on the University of Maine
the March of Dimes campaign in
campus.
the city, has expresed pleasure
over the manner in which individ
uals and business firms have re
sponded to the current drive. He
extended his thanks to all who
took part in the campaign.

Coming Events

THE WEATHER

This is Ground Hog Day, dear
to the heart of those of supersti
tious bent who for some reason
feel the length and strength of the
winter ahead depends upon the
casting of a shadow’ by venture
some woodchuck on this particular
day. The promised snowstorm of
Thursday night failed to material
ize, but from past experience, re
gardless of the venturesome wood
chuck, you can count on heavy
snow this month.
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post
American Legion, Rockland held
its second semi-monthly supper
meeting Thursday with a very
large attendance. Members of the
Auxiliary and wives were guests
at the meeting and program that
followed. Guest speakers were
Mrs. Clara Miller, past president
of the Auxiliary, Mrs. Marguerite
Kenniston, president of the Auxili
ary and Mrs. Caroline Reichel. A
ham supper is planned for two
weeks hence.

Weather permitting, that is if
there is sufficient snow. George
Gardiner of Warren will put on a
demonstration of his snow scooter
at the Camden Snow Bowl on Sun
day, from 1 to 3 o’clock. Gardiner
has aroused considerable interest
with his contraption in previous
years. It consists of a four-foot
length of green beech ski-runner,
a seat, 6 by 19 inches, braced and
mounted midways on a 12 inch
post. He lives in a trailer on
Route 131 in Warren and has con
structed a trial course near his
home.

State Police report that Philip
Sukeforth of Waldoboro escaped
injury when his car skidded off
Route. One late Tuesday, rolled
over several times, and came to
rest against some trees on the
side of the road
Trooper Law
rence Chapman investigated the
accident; damage to the car was
slight. Sukeforth was driving
from Warren towards Waldoboro
at tiie time.

Telephone 76 for all social items, I
guests, parties, etc., for The I
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret j
Winchenbaugh. 161 Limerock St.
social reporter.
tf

SOCIAL DANCE
Acorn Grange Hall, Cushing
SATURDAY - 8.30 to 12.00
Music by Hawaiianaires
Donation 50c

“We appeal to all youngster®,
of all ages, to comply with pedes
trian laws.” urged the Governor’s
Committee on Highway Safety to
day. “A great deal has been writ
ten reminding drivers and par
ents of their responsibilities for
the safety of children in traffic.
However, youngsters themselves
must follow the rules and must be
self-reliant if they are to survive
in modern traffic.”
The committee pointed out that
school children
from the prim
ary grades through high school,
must accept their share of the
responsibility for their own .safe
ty.
“These next two months pre
sent a special problem for every
one who walks in traffic,” con
tinued the committee. “Cold, bit
ing winds which make walking
uncomfortable often influence
youngsters to lower their heads
and cross streets and highways
blindly. This is an especially dan
gerous habit.
“Walking on the highway at
night, oftentimes following an
exciting basketball game — some
youngsters are inclined to forget
safety rules. One such lapse
could very well be fatal. Remem
ber, it is often difficult for a
driver to see a pedestrian at night
and, even if he sees him. he may
be unable to stop in time on a

slippery road.”
The safety group cautioned boys
and girls of all Ages to observe
all safety rules at all times and
to be alert whenever they walk I
in traffic. These rules were em- |
phasized:
If there are no sidewalks, walk i
on the left side of the road facing :

Heribeth Goudreau, Union, had
his second automobile accident in
Rockland for the current month,
fortunately both were minor in
nature. On Jan. 7 his sedan was
damaged to the extent of $50 when ROCKPORT
in collision with another car at MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
the intersection of Union and
Telephone CEdar 6-3103
Limerock streets, On Wednesday,
while backing from a driveway on
Mrs. Louise Holbrook. Mechanic
Thomaston street, his light truck
collided with a car driven by Silas street, has received word that her
H. Curtis, Rockland, damaging grandson, Gordon “Gig” Best, Jr.,
both vehicles in the amount of $75. son of Master Sergeant and Mrs.
Gordon C. Best, Sr., of Fort Myer,
Elizabeth Munsey, 13, daughter Arlington, Va., was made a mem
of Mrs. Everett Munsey of Chest ber of the Boy Scout Troop, to
nut street, is in receipt of a friend- take tickets at the Inauguration
y letter from Vice President Rich Parade. “Gig” had a front seat at
ard M. Nixon in which she is the activities and had a wonderful
thanked for the birthday wishes time.
she extended. She and Mi. Nixon
Mrs. Helena Kenney and Mrs.
have the same natal day and he Blanche Wentworth attended the
meeting of the Jolly Jokers on
congratulated her also.
Monday evening w<hich was held at
Trooper Lawrence Chapman in the home of Mrs. Edith Brown,
vestigated an accident that took Camden. The next meeting will j
place Thursday afternoon on be held with Mrs. Mildred Easton,
Route 105 in Hope. Louis F. Rockland on Feb. 7.
Ogier of 5 Willow Street. Camden,
had parked his car on the high
way, in front of Baird’s Restaur
ant.
John F. Newman, Jr., of CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Lincolnville, driving from AppleCorrespondent
ton toward Camden, was con

fronted with the choice of either
striking an oncoming car or the
parked vehicle. He chose the lat
ter. There was no personal in
jury. Damage to the Ogier car
was estimated at $125. to New
man’s at $100.
People who admit they are all
wrong usually turn out all right.
DIED

Teel—At Rockland. Feb. 1. Mrs.
Lizzie B. Teel, widow of Laforest W. Teel, age SO years. Fun
eral arrangements being made
with Davis Funeral Home, Rock
land. (Please omit flowers.)
Alley—At Camden. Jan. 30, John
Thomas Alley, husband of Mary
Parker Alley, age 61 years. Fun
eral services today at 2 p. rn.
from the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home in Camden with Rev. Mel
vin H. Dorr. Jr., officiating. In
terment in Mountain View Ceme
tery. Camden.

f (Sreat

Telephone CEdar 6-2197

The American Legion Auxiliary
will hold its next meeting on Tues
day at the home of Mrs. Richard
Blackington. Harden avenue. The
meeting is called for 7.30 p. m.
The Chestnut Street Baptist
Chureh Ladies' Circle will meet at
the Church Parlor on Wednesday,
at 2 p. m. Tea will be served fol
lowing the meeting.
The annual meeting of the Cam
den Red Cross will be held on
Tuesday at 4 o’clock at the Cam-

That Generations

*

to Come may

Jlromisra

from the Sill if

Lo, 1 am with \ou alway,

even unto the end of the

vorld.
Matthew 28:20

Iaacat,
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Watch for a Great Prom
ilt from the llible in this
space fiery Saturday.

BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Eitablished 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEI. 390
lit LWERWK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

You ran rail Rockland
RIO with every assurance
that the many details of
the last rites will be
handled with integrity.

rant

choke a aM

•dy lor yout lifetime, ha
hr fratnaoas * come. We aa
hetp fua had lanag aasiacnea
trough oar wide aetecnaa af Hack
a< Aga hotly awaumeaa. Each a
bached by a agaed guanaae »

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TeL CRestwd 3-2981
Tel 2151

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
ROCKLAND

and
THOMASTON

Classified
bri refraction
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The Maine “Employment Secur
ity Commission, through its 14 lo
cal offices, paid a grand total of
$7,150,861.30 to unemployed Maine
workers during 1956—according to
figures just released by the Com
mission.
The
total
figure
includes
$6,478,337.30 paid in unemployment
traffic.
insurance to Maine workers while
Never skate, ski, or slide in the 1
totally or partially unemployed;
road.
$173,090.00 in Interstate claims
Don’t use roller skates, tri- |
filed by unemployed workers re
cycles, wagons or scooters in the j
siding in another state but whose
road.
wages were earned in Maine;
Obey all traffic officers, school
$435,655.00 in claims filed by Vet
patrol leaders, and traffic signs
erans under a Federal Act provid
and signals.
ing unemployment compensation
Don’t scuffle or fool in traffic or ;
for Veterans of the Korean War
on snowbanks along side the
and $63 779.00 under another Fed
road.
eral Act which provides unem
Never slide from driveways into !
ployment compensation for civilian
the street.
Federal employees.
Don’t, under any circumstances,1
A breakdawn by counties shows
chase a ball or a toy into the
the following amounts paid in un
street.
employment
insurance
during
1956: Androscoggin. $1 021 297.00;
Cross at intersections and keep
Aroostook, $338 523.00; Cumber
a sharp eye out for traffic.
land.
1,206.066.25;
Franklin,
“Your own obedience to the
$67,099.00; Hancock. $319,189.00;
rules and your own alertness and
Kennebec.'
$835 405.05;
Knox,
common sense are your best in
$264,750.00; Lincoln, $117,625.00;
surance
against
injury
and
Oxford. $176,189.00: Penobscot,
death,’’ concluded the committee, j
$653,873.00; Piscataquis, $89 508.00;
“Remember, it’s smart to he
Sagadahoc. $192,702.00; Somerset,
safe. Don’t be a show-off. OBEY
$335,648.00; Waldo.
$102,670.00;
THE RULES AND HELP BACK
Washington,
$551.187 00;
York,
THE ATTACK ON TRAFFIC
Merryeoneag lays disconsolately at Stonington pier, showing the depressing effects of two years
ACCIDENTS.’’
steamboat war. Shortly afterward she was sold by V. S. Marshall for debt at Bucksport. Photo SSHSA $706 040.00. The Interstate total
was $173,090.00.
Those communities receiving
den Headquarters, 7 Wood street.
over $25,000.00 included: Stoning
The nominating committee will
ton. Camden. St. George, Waldo
present the new slate of officers
boro and Belfast.
and chairmen for the year.
Communities
receiving
over
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dean are
$100,000 were: Brunswick, South
occupying their new home on
Portland, Augusta, Rockland and
Arey avenue.
Bangor.
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
Waterville received over $300 000
nut Street Baptist Church held
and Lewiston and Portland each
their meeting Wednesday evening
received over $500,000.
at the church parlor. A covered
At the end of 1955. the total
dish supper was served preceding
amount available for unemploy
the meeting with approximately
ment benefits in Maine was
25 members present. Following the
$42,657,345.70. Transactions made
business meeting a Scotch Auction
during
1956
resulted
in
was held with Mrs. Nan Howard
$45,540,229.28 being available at
serving as auctioneer. The next
-he close of business Dec. 31.
meeting will be held at the home
of Mrs. Marion Hopkins on Wed
ers in the steamboat war on Pe
nesday. with Mrs. Delma Barker,
nobscot Bay for two years was or
Mrs. Winnifred Meservey and
Above appears steamer M. & M, Thomaston built victor in the Penobscot River steamboat war. dered sold by the Judge of the
Mrs. Lillian Herrick as assisting
Her competitor, the Merryeoneag was sold under U. S. Marshall's libel. The war was so exhausting United States district court to sat
hostesses.
that the victors lost too, so actually nobody won ex 'ept, temporarily, the travelling public.
isfy a judgment in favor of the
Meguntieook Grange held their
Belfast Fuel and Hay Company
Deer Isle. Me., Nov. 23, 1956. i importance, compiling these rec- Northport
meeting Wednesday evening and
Campgrounds
and
which libelled the steamer on
!
ords
is
one
job,
then
comes
Rockland.
the third and fourth degrees were Dear Steamboat Editor:—
Dec. 15.
conferred with J. Herbert Gould
Henry T. Sanborn, Agent.
Letters that I have received the big job of establishing a sys
The sale was held at Bucksport
...
acting as master. Four visitors from old steamboat men and tem of cataloging and filing that
on
Jan. 24. 1905 at 2 o'clock. Since
a picture or article can be select
were present from Gardiner. At
Summer arrangement, July 6.
friends of our steamboat column,
the trouble started between W. D.
ed on a moment’s notice for pub 1890. six trips per week. Steamer
the next meeting on Feb. 6, the
Bennett and Engineer Kers4 two
guest speaker will be Fred I voice their appreciation of that lication or for information of his Cimbria leaves Bangor every
years
ago, the Merryeoneag has
great undertaking of our steam torians. Steamboat Lore of the Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Crockett.
been operated under the manage
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux, boat editor who several years ago Penobscot, proved the worthiness Steamer Henry Morrison leaves
ment of A. M. Devereaux. with
No. 2, will meet in Odd Fellows published his first article of his of this great adventure, and is Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
Mr. Kerst. Early in November
Hall Monday at 7.30 p. m. All torical facts with a view of pre recognized as one of the leading 7 o’clock a. m. for Hampden, Win
1904 the Merryeoneag was hauled
serving for all time a complete volumes of marine historical facts terport, Bucksport, Sandy Point,
members are urged to attend.
off the route until it was announced
Fort Point, Castine, Islesboro.
A meeting of the Friends-In- history of all steamboat activities of our time.
a smaller boat could be obtained
• • •
Hughes Point, Sargentville, Deer
Council will be held Tuesday aft along our New England coast. His
for the work and could be operat
office
today
is
the
central
archives
Aug.
20.
1886:
The
Penobscot
Isle.
Sedgwick,
Bass
Harbor,
ernoon at 2 o’clock at the home of
ed at less cost. After she was
Mrs. Claude Butterfield. Assist where a complete history is pre Steam Navigation Company, con Southwest Harbor. Northeast Har
libelled she was tied up at the
ing hostesses will be Mrs. Lee served of that era now gone which cluded negotiations for the pur bor , Seal Harbor, Goose Cove,
wharf in charge of Mr. Kerst who
Dickens and Mrs. Charles Babb. would have otherwise been lost. chase of the steamer Startled (Saturdays and Tuesdays) fare to
was
appointed shipkeeper. The
The program will be a Book Re We who were a part of that era Fawn, the fastest boat ever built Bar Harbor $1.50. Steamer Cim sale of the Merryeoneag put an
view given by Mrs. Paul Milling appreciate his untiring efforts, at that time. She began her bria will not touch Sargentville end to the Steamboat War which
ton. White Elephant Sale will be but I wonder if we visualize the schedule between Bucksport and inless signalled. Steamer Henry had been a money losing battle tor
continued to benefit the members magnitude of the burden on his Bangor on Sept. 1. 1886. she has a Morrison will not touch Sedgwick, two years.
who were not present at the last shoulders over the years, collect passenger capacity of 100 persons Bass Harbor, or Seal Harbor un
Sincerely,
ing data and pictures, devoting and has a speed of 18 knots per less signalled. Steamer Cimbria
meeting.
Capt. Walter E. Scott.
The February meeeting of the time to research, when as a pub hour. She was built by Neaffle •onnects at Islesboro with Steam
Meguntieook Fish and Game Asso lisher the editing of his newspaper and Levy of Philadelphia, she was er Castine to and from Belfast
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
thon purchased by General B. F. every trip.
ciation will be held Monday eve was a full time job.
Establishing these great volumes Butler and ha-s since been used as
Connections at Deer Isle with
ning at the clubhouse at 8 p. m.
APT. Sized White Rarg-s and
Following the business meeting a of records which will be combed a tender for his yacht, America. ■tage for Greens Landing at End Heaters tor sale, a'so one 3
ledgwirk with Stage for Blue Hill H. P. 3 phase motor. 138 CAM
program of movies and slides will by future historians must be cor The following ia her time table:
DEN STREET. Tel. 1091 W. 15-17
Sept.
7.
1886:
Penobscot ind Brooklin
be presented. Dr. Black of Bel rect in every detail. Dates of the
1950 BUICK. Super, 4 dr sedan
Navigation
Company,
fast w’ill show his slides featuring month and the year is of great Steam
May 2. 1892: Belfast, Deer with dynaflow for sale. Good cond.
special announcement.
Bucks
moose hunting in Newfoundland.
price. Call THOMAS
port .and Winterport, to Ban sie and Bar Harbor (Steamer Cas- Reasonable,
TON 394.
1547
ine,
Capt.
Crosby
leaves
Belfast,
gor fair week, three trips per
( ARD OF THANKS
day from Bucksport. Five trips "‘ttesdays. Thursdays, and SaturI wish to thank my friends and
neighbors for the many acts of
per day from Winterport, Steamer lays at 10 a. m. for Blakes Point,
kindness and sympathy shown me
Startled Fawn will leave Bucks 3ucks Harbor. Sedgwick. Brooklin.
during the illness and death of
port every day at 7 a. m. and Oceanvilie. Greens Landing, ar
my mother, Mrs. Maud Smith of
1 and 7 p. m., Winterport at 7.15 rives at Bar Harbor at 6 p. m.
St. Augustjne. Fla.
and 10 a. m. and 1.15. 4.00 and Connects at Islesboro with Steam- j
Mrs. Robert P. Burns.
er Cimbria. dinner served on |
7.15 p. m.
15-lt
Returning wil! leave Ferry Slip. Steamer Cimbria. Sargentville is
CARD OF THANKS
Bangor. 11.30 a. m. and 5.30 and a flag landing, connects at Isles- 1
We wish to thank our many
boro for Castine and all river land- I
9.15 p. m. for Bucksport.
friends and neighbors for the
Fare from Bucksport 35 cents, ngs to Bangor. Connects at Bel- I
beautiful floral tributes, cards and
• WE DO!
fare from Winterport 25 cents. fast with steamer for Camden, |
expressions of sympathy received
Passengers wishing to visit the Rockland, and Boston. Freight for 'S
during our recent loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Perry,
Fair grounds will be left and Blue Hill forwarded via steamer ^OUR NOV BILL
$19.00
Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Mills.
taken at High Head directly oppo from Sedgwick, round trip tickets ; £
15 It
from all landings sold at reduced >OUR DEC. BILL
site main entrance.
$35.00 ,
rates on a limitid time.
J
Charles E. Field, Treasurer,
IN ME.MDKIA.M
See and hear a dramatic story
Samuel H. Barbour. Manager y
In loving memory of Teddy.
of one fatal accident . . . and how
The Heal Serves
<
F. W. Port, agent, Belfast
I&
George Henry Miller, Jr., who
June .3. 1892: Boston anti Bangor
the /ETNA DRIVOTRAtNER is
F. Warren at Green's Landing, ' £
passed away January 31. 1946.
A
Family
of
Five
Steamship
Company.
Bangor
and
helping motorists to safer driving
Eleven years have passed dear
Steamer Merryeoneag was or- £
Rockland Line. Steamer Rock
In a Seven Room House
Ted. since God called you ... on the
land has been repainted and dered sold. Another chapter in the Z
home to rest.
ALCOA HOUR
put m thorough condition for the celebrated Bucksport steamboat y We offer Free Estimates and
Deep in our hearts your memory
is kept. We all loved you
local passenger service between war. At a hearing held in Port- ^Planning. Why noj enjoy the
Sunday Night,
dear Teddy.
Bangor and Rockland for the sea land on Dec. 19. 1904 the steamer ^world's most modern and ecoAnd we can’t forget, sweet mem
February 3
son of 1892 and will make daily Merryeoneag which has been ply- 1 nomieal heat, t ome see It In
ories of you we will always
operation.
tups (Sundays excepted) com ing on the Bucksport Camden
We welcome
NBC-TV (Channel 6 )
treasure.
Open 'till 9 P. M.
mencing June 3. leaving Bangor at route and one of the two steamLoving you always, forgetting
6 a. m. and Rockland at 12.30
you never. My darling Son.
Elmer C. Davis
Mother. Myrtle Fitzgerald,
p. nt and will make landings at
R. F. BLAISDELL
Brother, Fred Favrcau.
Hampden. Winterport. Bucksport.
RUBBER STAMPS
Agency
Sister. Ivy O’Brien.
& CO.
I Sandy Point. Fort Point. Belfast.
lo’lt
ANY SIZE
356 MAIN ST.
TEL. 77
ROCKPORT.
ME.
On Order at
ROCKLAND
TEL. CEdar 6-3582

John M. Richardson

Short Notes From Pen Of Captain ScottFinale Of Steamboat War
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Strong Opposition To Proposed Tax Bill For

Poultry Industry Evident As County And State
Groups Turn It Down; Commit'eemen Speak Out
By Henry Teague

All is not serene in the Poultry I ket egg producer; Clyde Pierce, research program is insufficient,
Tax Committee which is prepared ' East Corinth, poultryman; Donald considering the size of the indus
to support a bill in legislature in j Corbett, Waterville, CMT; Frank try in the state.
He too notes that there is prac
along. But the difference is be-I the near future to ask that body Lipman, Augusta, Lipman poultry
coming smaller and that is result- to impose a tax on the industry interests; Norris Clements, Win- tically no organized promotion
,
,
, ,
terport, hatchery operator; Oscar being done for the industry.
i»g in some pretty desperate egg for advertising purposes.
Provisions of the bill require
producers in the east.
A mimeographed letter sent out Turner, Livermore. CMT; and
At the same time the price dif- thc Pa,t wepk t0 Poultrymen and Chester Bachelder, Limington, egg that the treasurer of the state col
lect the tax and that the fund be
ference between summer and win- P°uhry associations over the sig- producer.
The Poultry Tax Bill proposes administered by a council select
ter is closing. But the closing is naturc of Donald p- Corbett of
ed from the industry. The pattern
not a happy one. Instead of win- Waterville states that the Commit a tax of five cents per hundred
ter eggs coming up, in the leveling 1 tee *• unanimous in its favorable weight, on a meat basis, on all is much the same as that of the
birds under 24 weeks of age and sardine and potato industries.
off process the summer and fall vote for the tax.
Egg producers have contended
two
and one-half cents per bird,
The
facts
are
that
Chester
prices are coming down. This, of
course, is bringing down the year- Bachelder of Limington is strong- weight not considered, on all that the present day methods of
marketing eggs do not lend them
i ly opposed to the tax, as is Ralph ; birds over 24 weeks.
ly average price.
The tax would be collected by selves to marketing by brand. On
Hunt of Lincolnville.
There are many reasons for this
Mr. Bachelder is president of the processing plants as the birds the other hand, there are broiler
chance which perhaps could be
the
Maine Poultry Improvement go to market and deducted from processing plants in the state
partially adjusted. Many persons
the owner's check for the flock. which are packing under brand
besides the poultrymen themselves Association while Mr. Hunt is a
Egg producers and independent names quite successfully.
make a living from eggs. Some past President of the state assoThey point out that eggs are
firms dealing in eggs have become cia,ion and the Knox County Pou1' broiler growers would be taxed
large and wealthy as well. The ,ry Improvement Association. He according to the age or weight eggs to the buyer, the only diffi
feed companies have profited is al9° vice Preaid'“‘ °f NEPPCO of the birds. The dressing plants culty in marketing coming with
mightily through the growth of the and a director of the Bos,on Pou1' owning contract flocks of broilers the preference for white or brown
would be required to pay, and not eggs on the part of the purchaser.
poultry industry. But outside of, try show
Egg men too contend that the
The tax bill is apparently far the grower.
the egg producer himself, none are
laboratory and research facilities
The
proposed
bill
has
caused
from
a
popular
one
with
poultryin the same type of a price
of the state university were ade
squeeze. Sure they gamble on the men statewide. The Maine Poul- widespread discussion the past
honesty and financial stability of try Improvement Association Is several months and is one over quate for the egg producers prior
the egg producers and incur 1 on ,ecord as °PP°«ed
M *hile which the industry is sharply di to the tremendous growth of the
broiler industry the past 15 years.
losses through inability of the the majority of the county asso vided.
Egg producers, now able to sell By this, they feel that any addi
poultryman to pay. But they can ciations have opposed it.
Poultrymen, who will be paying their worn out laying hens only tion to existing facilities, or ad
limit credit and demand proof of
financial soundness before allow the tax if the bill should be passed for a pittance, object strongly to vertising, should be financed by
in legislature, point to it as one paying two and one-half cents per the broiler industry solely.
ing credit.
Dean Arthur L. Deering of the
fostered almost entirely by the bird tax when they might get
The poultryman is in so such
College of Agriculture at the Uni
processors.
The
Bib
Five,
so
call

something
like
75
cents
per
bird
position. He has one recourse.
versity of Maine and Commission
from the dressing plant.
He can turn his back on the in ed.
Members of. the Poultry Tax
Mr. Corbett, in his letter, calls er of Agriculture Fred Nutter are
dustry and seek livelihood else
generally credited with having
where. But he is more or less Committee are associated with attention to the lack of adequate
diagnostic facilities in the state. started the poultry industry tax
trapped. He has put years of his the industry as follows:
Also, he notes that the present plan.
Ralph Hunt, Lincolnville, marlife and probably all of his money

THE GRANGE CORNER

Lining their meetings with Pioneer
Juveniles
during the
winter
months.
z
Seven Tree Grange Circle will
meet at the home of Mrs. Her
bert Hawes Wednesday, Feb. 6.
A pot luck dinner is to be served
at noon and work continued on
quilt and holders for next fall’s
^aj[_

I wiches, cake and coffee were
served.
Next meeting will be February
Fourteen members were pres
ent at the Grange meeting of 13 and the lecturer asks for every
one to bring a handy gadget
Wednesday evening, Jan. 23.
During the business session a which is used in the kitchen or
Pleasant Valley Grange
donation was voted to the March the workshop. She also asks for
Many future activities were
suggestions to be dropped in the
of Dimes drive.
discussed at the meeting of Jan
A social hour followed the meet suggestion box.
uary 22. Included was a party
Seven
Tree
Juveniles
are
corning and refreshments of sandI which will benefit the Polio Drive.
The home and community welSeven Tree Grange
By Anbyne Hawes

have concentrated
Why do we-----------------------poultry areas in Maine and but
little poultry in other parts of the 1
State? There is perhaps no simple
HOOD DOUBLES FACILITIES FOR EGG fare committee requested memanswer to the whole question but
____ _______ _
_
__
bers having eye glasses no longat least a part of the answer is
HANDLING AT WALDOBORO PLANT er used to donate them to the
the interest each of us has in the
Grange for foreign distribution.
prosperity of a neighbor.
Waldoboro this week became Last year, H. P. Hood and Sons
Mrs. Julia Post, the only Golden
Knox County is considered to
the site of one of the largest and paid these Waldoboro producers Sheaf and honorary member of
have the most concentrated popu
more than $1,500,000. making the
Pleasant Valley Grange, died re
most efficient egg receiving sta
lation of laying hens in Maine.
company one of the largest egg
tions in the state when H. P. Hood handlers in New England. It gave cently.
Probably the start of this indus
Orett Robinson will show slides
try here was brought about by a
and Sons commenced operations year 'round employment to more
at the next meeting and a pro
number of pioneers who decided
in its new plant on Route 32 off than 25 residents of the commu gram on Lincoln will be present
that they would like to raise poul
Route 1.
nity.
ed.
try. Enough of them met with
Richard Crabtree, plant man
Hood is the only major egg dis
A musical skit by Helen Bean
moderate success so that others
ager. declared that the continued tributor in New England to in and Mildred Achorn, accompanied
were attracted into the industry.
growth of Hood's egg division spect, candle and package it eggs by Olive Barter, was enjoyed,
The first pullets were probably
made it necessary to obtain new at the area where the product is
limerock Valley Pomona
raised under hens and then in
and larger quarters.
Since the received. Through the co-opera
The next meeting will be at Owls
small incubators. The next step
company first entered the egg tion of its producers, it has been
Head Saturday Feb. 9. Boy Scouts
was small local hatcheries—they
business in 1944. the Waldoboro able to create better handling
and Girl Scouts will be guests at
had to be small—for flocks in
Many Hood
plant has played an increasingly methods for eggs.
the afternoon session.
those days were small. In the
important role in this phase of producers have built cooling
The youth committee, composed
earlier days of this century, rail
the business.
Today, a major rooms aand have maintained
of Una Ames, Geraldine Dow and
road station platforms were piled
portion of all eggs distributed to quality control program to pro
Thelma Murray, will present the
high with coops of hens and cases
Hood customers throughout New vide the company with top grade
program. Rose LeBlanc of Meof eggs, most of them going to
England have been processed and eggs.
gunticook Grange will give read
commission merchants in Boston.
Plant manager Crabtree stated
candled in Waldoboro.
ings on the lives of great men.
Others used the Boston steam
The new plant, which is twice that definite plans are underway
The evening program will be
boat and carted their poultry and
as big as the old one, can inspect, for an open house in the spring conducted by the lecturer of Owls
eggs to the Eastern Steamship
candle and package more eggs when better weather and travel Head Grange which is host for the
wharf in Rockland.
than
almost any other plant in ing conditions prevail, and when day.
The growth was very gradual for
the state. Its unusual layout was the confusion of moving is over
years, but there was definite
WtMtsaweskeag Grange
devised by Mr. Crabtree with the and plant operations return to nor
growth and many of the farmers
Frederick Raye was elected
assistance of every member of mal. He stated it is the com
prospered in a modest way. Some
chairman of the community serv
the station, and differs sharply pany's intention to invite the gen
began to buy cockerels from Mas
ice committee.
eral
public
to
visit
the
plant
and
from conventional egg stations.
sachusetts breeders to improve
Sister Thelma Murray has re
The new station will provide to extend a special invitation to all
their flocks. Such names as Par- into the venture.
cently been a patient at Knox Hos
poultry
farmers
in
this
area
an
Hood
producers
who
ship
to
this
menter, Treadwell, Tompkins and
pital.
Since the poultryman is helping COUNTY POULTRYMEN HEAR PANEL Pattern Use
assured market for their eggs, i plant.
others became poultry household to produce a profit for many others .
Participating in the program of
words. This paid off in better besides himself, I believe that it is DISCUSS PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRY
the evening were; Hattie Stone,
Explained To
egg production and the growth not wholly up to the poultryman
Evelyn Huntley, Clara Steeves,
KNOX-LINCOLN SPONSORS OF
4-H Leaders
continued a little faster.
Ann Newman and Estelle Elwell.
to solve the problems that con IN FACE OF INTEGRATION
The present system of selling front the industry. I believe that
Mrs. Linnie Gray was host to
Charlotte C. Smith, Extension FARM AND HOME WEEK ANNOUNCED
A meeting of the Knox County to worry about integration in the
eggs at the farm to Boston buyers we should have active co-opera
,
Grangers
at a card party held at
clothing specialist explained the
Poultry Improvement Association egg business.
Community sponsors for the 50th show that Maine's Farm and hcr crescent street home Jan. 24
came into being and Boston began tion from all concerned.
To
revised
measurement
charts
used
Mr. Lipman stressed the need
Anniversary Farm and Home week Home Week is the third oldest in and George Niles the host at his
to achieve fame as the best egg name at least part of them: The was held at the Weymouth Grange
for legitimate credit; that farm by all pattern companies at the at the University of Maine have the nation and the only one in New Tea street home on Jan. 30.
market in the country. The days feed companies, the feed dealers, Hall in Thomaston Tuesday.
meeting in the Farnsworth Work
i England.
of shipping by express and paying the egg handlers, the egg buyers, j A committee to notify county ers are now raising pullets with
Next meeting of the Grange will
been selected by the Knox-Un- j Jn Hne
thp s,ogan that th|s
shop on “Pattern Selections”.
for cases, flats and fillers went the egg storage plants, the egg j poultrymen of legislative public out any of their own money in
be Feb. 13.
In hor discussion, Mrs. Smith, coin County Extension Associa- joy, Anniversary Farm and Home
by and the efficient system that is breakers, the users of eggs in in hearings of concern to poultry- these pullets, that grain com
Meenagha Grange
now used was developed. Credit dustry and medicine, the federal, men was appointed. This consists panies are putting more than feed said, "You will cut down on tion, announced, President Ralph Week wiu be dedicated to better
The
Grange
met Monday night
alterations
and
get
your
best
fit
if
Keene
of Damariscotta,
to farm and home living, the pro
for developing the Boston mar state and town governments. The of Charles Kigel of Warren, chair money into the poultry business,
with Master Sheffield presiding.
you
choose
your
pattern
from
the
day.
Local
sponsors
have
been
man;
Cloyd
Packard
of
Lincoln

and
that
90
day
credit
is
being
ex

gram
committee
is
seeking
new
ket goes to those earlier poultry- latter three surely receive mil
A sum of money was donated to
men who believed in producing lions in taxes from the poultry- ville; David Brown of Hope; tended when only 43 day credit figure type most like your own. named in more than 400 Maine programs that will be of particu
These are the figure types avail communities to date, said Mr. lar interest to Maine women 6uch the Children’s Home Society.
a quality product. For the reason men. A lot more might be includ Howard McAllister of Union; Her is needed.
Keene,
i as lectures on color photography, Minnie Vannah will act as
Mr. Howard pointed up the need able:
Alexander of
Camden;
Boston had a better market was ed such as the firms that produce bert
Girls—Sizes 7 to 14—For the girl
Among those named were: Ted home decorating and landscaping, chairman of the Lions Club din
due to the fact that the best eggs the various feed ingredients, the Charles Hudson of West Rock for credit, but said that how the
ner this week.
In the country were going into makers of vaccines and other poul port; Fred H.vnd of Thomaston; credit is extended and how far with an undeveloped figure, no Ross, Aina; Roland Gushee, Apple- and fine music.
Megunticook Grange
bust
development,
still
some
ton;
Ehen
Daggett,
Bunker
Hill;
The commodity programs will
that market.
try medicines. The manufactur Dwigh.t Sewall of Waldoboro; Mal the credit goes is important. All
Norris
Waltz,
Damariscotta; include dairy, beef, sheep, potaEugene St. Clair, master of
As the years have rolled by ers and sellers of poultry equip colm Tilton of Jefferson; Irving stressed the need of the farmer thickness waist and midriff.
Sub-Teens—Sizes 8S to 14S— Frank Houdlette, Dresden; Mel- toes, forage crops, bees, poultry, Megunticook Grange and chair
there have been numerous changes ment. Most of those firms men Smith of Owls Head; McKenzie properly handling the credit ex
Made by some pattern companies ville Greenleaf, Edgecomb; Cliff small fruits, and many others.
man of the Polio benefit sponsored
that have not been of advantage to tioned have definite profit margins Williams of Appleton; and Ger tended.
Programs of specialized inter by the Grange last Saturday eve
Maine egg producers. The devel and their prices are determined trude Hupper of Martinsville.
Mr. Lipman pointed out that for the girl whose figure ig begin Robbins. Hope; Herbert Spear,
Jefferson; David Chapman, Noble- est such as the rural church, ning reports that it was a finan
A panel discussion was then egg consumption per capita is off ning to develop slightly.
opment of surfaced roads and fast by costs and competition.
Teens—Sizes 10 to 14—For the boro.
flower show, PTA, and many oth cial success. He states that
refrigerated trucks has brought
held
on
"Integration
in
the
Poul

five
to
eight
per
cent.
This
is
a
One could go on and on in the
Albert Elwell, Orff's Corner; ers are being planned as essen $380.31, the net proceeds, will be
new competition. Eggs of high list of business firms that make try Industry”.
Panelists were: serious problem, he said, and a developing figure that is short
O'Jala,
Rockland; tial to meeting the broad interests turned over to the Camden chair
quality can be rolled in from as a profit on the poultryman.
Donald Howard of Waterville, bigger worry than fowl prices or waisted, small through the waist Raymond
Rockport; of Maine people.
Henry
Keller,
West
man, Aubrey Young.
and
across
the
back
with
a
high
far west as Iowa and from Canada
integration
to
the
table
egg
opeaPoultrymen should not be forced Erank Lipman of Augusta, Ralph
Herbert Alexander, Simonton;
Mr. St. Clair wishes -to thank all
"See your local community
almost overnight. No market can into enlarging their farms in des- Hunt °f Lincolnvillfc, Fred Webel tor as this is the major share of bust.
Junior Miss—Sizes 9 to 17—For Harold Hupper Tenants Harbor; sponsor of Farm and Home of those who contributed to or
hold a higher price than another peration because of smaller and °I Warren, and panel chairman, the farm income on these farms.
for any length of time, for eggs smaller profit per bit. Actually Charles Kigel of Warren,
A question and answer period the fully developed figure that is Philip Seeklns, Thomaston; John Week,” urged President Keene. patronized the event in any way
move with such rapidity that they this is not only not the answer, i Mr- Howard discussed the gen- was held conducted by Moderator short, slim with small waist, slim Howard, Union; William Jameson, "If you have some question about for without such co-operation tho
Waldoboro; Henry Teague, War this April 1-4 event, either your success could not have been
midriff and high bust.
can be transported from city to but is actually making the situa- eral growth of integration through Charles Kigel.
Misses—10 to 20—For the taller ren; Willard Ware, Washington; local sponsor or your County Ex achieved.
city in the east in a few hours. If tion worse.
; the industry. Mr.
McAllister
County Agent Gil Jaeger, secre
Norman Chase, Whitefield, from tension office will be able to give
Darius Joy states that the conthe Boston market goes up, trucks
Even if we get a little respite noted the movement of integra- tary-treasurer of the association, figure that is fully developed in
the men’s communities.
you the answer.”
(Continued on Page Pi»a»
headed for Philadelphia or New this fall, the causes are still there ; tion through different areas of the conducted the business meeting. bust, waist and hips.
Mrs. Christina Albee of Aina;
Women’s sizes 44 and above are
York can be re-routed to Boston and unless there is a concerted country but noted that no one
proportioned for fuller waisted Mrs. Nettie Grinnell, Burkettville;
and vice versa.
effort by everyone concerned i seemed to know how to stop this Sturges' Bantams
Mrs. Sylvia Keen of Nobleboro;
mature figures.
A surplus in Chicago moves there is little hope for any per- j movement.
Half sizes arc proportioned for Mrs. Marguerite Harris of Roek
into the east to kill off any scar manent improvement.
j Mr. Hunt felt that one of the Again Champions
shorter waisted and fuller waisted land; Mrs. Ethel Councc and Mrs.
city here. And so it goes. Eggs
A full scale study of the causes causes of integration is the need
Jaye Umberger, West Rockport;
It is not every day that a bird mature figures.
are almost a nationally distributed is certainly in order. Such a study j for a iarge farm poultry enter
The correct way to take your Mrs. Grace Mink, North Union;
commodity but the movement is can only be made by experts who Prise forcing an excessively high fancier wins a prize at an exhibi
definitely from the west to the must be capable of unprejudiced investment necessary to grow re tion but when a Knox County resi measurements for a pattern was Mrs. Beatrice Kelsey, Walpole;
east this side of the Rockies. The thinking. If it is going to cost placement table egg birds and dent hits the Grand Slam at two demonstrated by Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Emma Chase, Whitefield;
Mrs. Helen Gaw, Boothbay.
by Eleanor Carter
exceptions are Canadian eggs and money, let everyone concerned noted that this problem is accen of them then it really becomes 4-H leaders present.
Mrs. Mariona Mank, Bristol;
eggs that move among the coastal pitch in. There can be no white- tuated in financially bad years, news.
"Learned to do by doing.”
Automatic oven meals can be as potatoes get soggy if held.
cities.
Melton P. Sturges of Spruce More than 50, 4-H girls in clothing Mrs. Florence Cotta, Camden,
wash if the egg producing indus- He feels that many of our present
Onton* In Jackets
The hard part of it in the eyes try is to live through this series contract broiler growers might Head Island, who raises fancy were represented by Mrs. Mildred Jr.; Mrs. Jeannette Orff, Cushing; fun and easy to prepare, especial
Select medium sized, unsprout
Of the eastern independent egg of crises and thrive again.
Bantams
and
White Gammon from Warren Wonder Mrs. Irene Puffer, Damariscotta; ly if you are away all day or at
have gone into contract egg pro show
Mrs. Sarah Allen, Dresden; Mrs. work. They are also easier to ed onions. Wash hut do not peel.
farmer is the fact that huge
duction if the opportunity had Cochans, won first place with each Workers, Mrs. Hazel Gammon
Eva Grant, Edgecomb; Mrs. handle when you are having guest Place in shallow baking pan.
quantities of midwestern eggs
and
Mrs.
Freda
Stimpson
from
been avaiable.
Mr. Hunt feels and every one of his entries at
Dorothy Brownell, Hope; Mrs. in for dinner. With an oven meal When baked, cut a 2-inch slit in
are produced by farm flocks that Two Meetings
that integration is not necessarily the Minot Show held at Lewiston White Oak. Mrs. Joj-e Pease from
Lee Smith, Huntoon Hill, Mrs. there is none of that last minute the side and insert a piece of
are strictly a small sideline. Many Planned For
Hopeful
Homemakers
and
Mrs
and
at
the
Grand
Show
staged
bad as each member of the con
Eleanor Hodgkins, Jefferson; Mie. rush which usually precedes a butter. (These are eaten in the
of these flocks are actually pin
In Marion Salminen from Singing
tract must find it profitable if it last month at Cumberland.
Maude Spear, North Nobleboro; meal. Try this oven meal today. same manner as baked potatoes).
money enterprises for housewives Foods Leaders
fact, one of his Bantams became Sewing girls in West Rockport.
is to exist.
Mrs. Fannie Weaver, Orff’s Cor Time: 114 hours
and the big advantage they have
Baked Peach Pudding
Mr. Webel feels that integration Grand Champion of the State of
ner; Mrs. Norma Philbrook Owls
Mrs. Sylvia Keene, county foods
Temperature: 350° 2 cups milk
is home grown grain.
is coming and that we must face Maine, an honor not new to Mrs. Gross To
Head;
Mrs.
Helen
Ingraham
leader
of
Knox-Lincoln
County
I
-r,
As long as the egg market is in
Jiffy Meat Loaf
Sturges. This is his sixth state
1 I it and watch it carefully.
2 cups small soft bread cubes
Rockport.
balance which often happens after Extension Association will teach 1 Mr. Lipman noted the reasons grand championship out of seven Guide Clothing
Baked Sweet Potatoes
2 tablespoons butter
Mrs.
Winona
Chase,
Sheepscott;
several
types
of
bread
specialities
,
.
.
.
an extra bad year, eastern farmers . „
Onions in Jackets 2/3 cup sugar
; for the broiler industry integral tries. He lost out by two points
Mrs.
Ivis
Cripps,
Simonton;
Mrs.
.
,
.
.
do not suffer as much. But one of at meetings on February 7 and 8. ing
Baked Peach Pudding
Session Feb. 12
were due to changes in the in 1954.
2 eggs, beaten
Gertrude Hupper, Tenants Harbor;
Food leaders from all Exten-1
the reasons why we rarely have
Jiffy Meat IsMtf
Sturges, who lobsters and rakes
industry. These started, he noted
14 teaspoon salt
Mrs. Esther Gross of Waldoboro, Mrs. Mildred Harjula, Thomaston;
sion
groups
are
invited
to
attend.
two good egg price years in a row
1 pound ground beef
sea moss, brought his bird hobby county clothing leader for the
14 teaspoon nutmeg
Mrs.
Erma
Holbrook,
Vinalhaven;
is the scaring out of some sideline The Knox County meeting will be Then, to obtain a quality bird, the with him when he moved to
1 No. 2 can sliced peaches, drained
Knox-Lincoln County Extension Mrs. Pearl Mills, Waldoboro; Mrs. 1 egg
farmers or at least causing them held at the Federated Church in '
Light cream
broiler industry was forced into Spruce Head from Newton, Mas.., Association, will act as mistress Rose Weston, South Waldoboro; % teaspoon salt
to cut down their flocks. This Thomaston, on Thursday, Feb. 7. I
the hatchery business which about 10 years ago. Before that of ceremonies at the all day Mrs. Ruth Wiley, Warren Day and 14 teaspoon pepper
Scald milk on LOW heat of
works both ways. A poor year The Lincoln County meeting will
he had been manager of several meeting, on Tuesday, Feb 12, at Mrs. Ann Stred, Warren Evening, 2 tablespoons dried onion flakes
electric range. Pour over bread
breeds a good year and a good be held at the Newcastle Congrp1 cup tomato juice
of the hatcheries to work on put garages, receptionist at the Essex the Farnsworth Museum in Rock (rom the women’s groups.
cubes and butter.
Cool.
Add
year means a poor year will fol-, gational Church on Friday, Feb.
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
House in Boston, and other simi land.
ting
nut
a
better
bird.
He
also
sugar, egga.. salt, nutmeg and
The local sponsors have been
low.
j ®employment,
but visited
noted the need for uniform pro lar
"Wearing Apparel For The selected by the county associa 114 cup packaged bread stuffing peaches. Pour into a buttered 2As long as this cycle includes a
Included in the day's program
Combine all Ingredients and
duction and the abiity of an inte Maine annually for 32 years.
Twos Through The Teena” is the tion on the besis of their activity
quart casserole. Serve with light
good enough year to tide over the will be the making of pizza,
His original bantam stock came subject of the meeting which will and interest in community affairs. mix well. Pack into a 9x5x3 inch cream.
grated business to stand better
poor year, the poultryman gets French bread, hard crusted rolls
loaf pan. Makes 5-0 servings.
and longer through a depressed from Hamburg, Germany, while start at 10.30.
They have been supplied with
Baked Sweet Potatoes
his White Cochans hail from Im
market situation.
The afternoon session, which Farm and Home Week information
Mr. Lipman felt that if laying perial China, Old Pekin. His care will begin at 1 p. m. will feature concerning travel problems, hous 6 medium sweet potatoes
POULTRY RAISERS
Newport
flock owners would keep and use of the birds has made them all a panel of representatives of ing on the University campus, Salad oil
Butter
show
birds,
worth
much
to
other
accurate
records,
buy
right,
and
clothing
stores,
homemakers,
where to eat, what to do, and
Poultry Co.
Fire Can Destroy Your Business
do a good job in bird manage exhibitors and fans, some of the teen-age girls and a moderator. other material of Interest. As 88,1
Scrub and dry potatoes. Rub
Hand sewn and ready made fast as the program highlights are
ment, quality product, and cost cocks bringing as high as $50.
WANTS LIVE POULTRY
New Low Cost FIRE DETECTORS Can
Winning prizes is nothing new to clothing for children from “Two settled, this information will be with a little salad oil. Place on
reduction, that there is no need
SAVE LIVES AND PROPERTY
itp
monm men ran
Sturges; at last count he hed-at Through The Teens" will be dis passed along to the local sponsors. baking sheet. When baked, prick
For Fowl
least
250
trophies,
ribbons, cussed.
Residential Systems from $27.00
and English muffins.
The naming of local sponsors is with fork. Cut a Ila inch cross
Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom, home a new feature in the preparations | in top of each potato, then press
Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom, home plaques, and certificates, b fo
DICK BENNER, Buyer
MAINE FIRE DETECTOR CO.
demonstration agent, will assist round out his spare time, if he demonstration agent, who is mak for what is expected to be the from the bottom until it partially
WALDOBORO, MADOI
Break
up
has
any,
he
also
raises
toy
fox
largest
and
most
comprehensive
bursts
through
cross,
ing
local
arrangements
for
the
Telephone Thomaston M for
Mrs. Keene with each day's pro
Top with
FREE SURVEY AND DEMONSTRATION
gram, which will begin promptly terriers with five of the pups in area meeting, has announced that program In the history of this half- lightly with a fork.
15’lt
his kennel right now.
all interested persons are invited century-old event. The record* butter and salt Serve at once
at 10 a. m.
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CIVILIZATION

Some folks judge civilization’s progress by
the kind of houses they live in.
Others point toward the giant strides of
science or industry—or the striking advance
of music, art and literature.
Yet civilization is perhaps best measured
by the kind of people it produces.
Picture a man who respects the dignity and
rights of others, and who looks with compas
sion on human suffering. He is guided in all
things by an abiding love for God. His moral
stamina never ebbs. His spiritual courage
grows stronger.
Multiply this man by the thousands ... by
the millions . . . and you’ll see a civilization
higher and greater than has ever existed.
The Church is the one great institution that
devotes itself to the development of man’s
character and spirit. As long as it continues
to thrive, we can expect our civilization to
flourish and progress. Help extend the influ
ence of the Church—give it your support,
make it a part of your life!

the CHURCH FOB AU ...
AU FOB THE CHURCH
The Church is the greatest lactor on earth tor the budding of
character and good citizenship It
is a Storehouse ol spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can
survive. There are lour sound
reason, why ,very

attend services regularly and sudPO't the Church. They are: (f)
For hi, own sake
(2) For his

, sake
,3, For the sake
S'h‘,Su comfnun‘>y and nation (4;
Shich
,h* Chu,ch
which needs hi, moral and ma
terial support.
Plan to go lo
B"bUl,.Cdady5U'arly a"d r‘ad >'6ur

P»F
Book
Sundsy.........Luke
Monday ... Luke
Tuesday
Luke
Wednesd’y . Luke
Thursday . Luke
Friday . .. 2 Corinthians
Saturday... Philippian,

2l>ru«lil2WZ M...UT A a. S.r.u., St«.b«rv. V,

“'
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Sponsored by

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men's and Boys'

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
Clark Island

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

G. H. ASTON & SONS

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Onr Luncheonette

•

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.

MCDONALD'S

THOMASTON

TEL. 3

MAINE

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

Stndebaker, Packard and Willy*
Sales and Service

BOB'S RESTAURANT
19 PARK STREET------- 72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

ALBERT B. ELLIOT

WALTER MORSE

INSURANCE - BEAL ESTATE

“FLOWERS”

Thomaston, Maine

_______________________

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8004
John Carry, Prop.

CROCKETT'S FLV1NG "A" SERVICE
USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
888 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W
ROCKLAND

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON

-

MAINE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.

STARR BROS., INC.

ESSO PRODUCTS

.

RICHARDSON'S
NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT
SENTER - CRANE'S
A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE

Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.
Sales and Service — Home Appliance*
THOMASTON

Rockland, Maine

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.

REED'S WOOD SHOP
Come

In

and Look Aroond

SOUTH WARREN

ROUTE 1

erly Conference to be held on
tributions by the merchants of
March 14 will be checked. The Camden and neighboring towns
family night supper will be served for the evenings activities ac
on Wednesday night. Donald Cal- counted for $284.90 of the pro
derwood will be the chairman, as4-H Club Doings
ceeds and wishes to thank those
sisted by ail of the men of the who co-operated with him in the
By Loons
parish. The junior choir will meet event.
Clnb Agent
for rehearsal on Friday afternoon
Mcguntirook
Grange
at 3.30. Anne Davis will direct,
The third and fourth degrees
The senior choir rehearses on FriUnion
day evening at 7 o’clock with C. were conferred, with J. Herbert
Lorna Messer, president of the
Gould as acting master and Mrs. Owaissa Senior 4-H Club and Lee
Eugene DeGroff directing.
• • •
Theresa Johnson, pianist for the Saucier, president of the Junior
The South Thomaston Methodist evening. In line with the theme Owaissa's in Union conducted
Church will hold its worship at 3 of the year. “Bells", two more their joint meeting at the Thomp
Worship services for member* o'clock. Rev. Merle Conant will were brought in for attention, one son Memorial after school, Fri
of The Church of Chrlat will be preach on the subject “The Basis an elephant bell and one marked day.
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday ln of Assurance". The communion "colonial", dated 1837.
Mrs. Veda Scott, leader, ex
Slides showing the home of plained thc two new foods pro
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock service will be observed. Fourth
Hope
street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans Quartely Conference will he on Oliver Hudson rfelley of Minne grams. “Let's Have A Picnic"
Harriette Libby, secretary of
of Augusta will lead. A1I visitor* on March 14. at 8 o’clock. All are sota, one of the seven founders of and “Quick Meals".
W*|C4MM.
Mrs. Arlie Clark, Extension As the Hopeful Homemakers reports,
invited to set the date aside and the Patrons of Husbandry, were
presented by Miss Ruth Little- sociation member, gave the girls "Our meeting was called to
see
plan for it.
Held, while Lecturer Lucia Hop a talk on the home improvement order by President Bernice GamSt. Bernard's Rockland. Sunday
• • •
At the roll call everyone
Hasses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James'
Mrs. Clark said, “Be age.
At Littlefield Memorial Baptist kins told the story of his home project.
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Church, Church School classes having been made into a National sure to select articles that you answered by telling what health
habits they have improved.
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.; meet at 9.45 a. m. Sunday; morn shrine.
can finish during the year.
Four visitors from Gardiner
"Under new business we de
Confessions at St. Bernard's, Sat ing worship will-be conducted by
Rockland
cided to have a skating party at
urday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily the pastor at 11 a. m., sermon title were present, one of whom, Mr.
Sananjueca 4-H Club led by- the leader’s house, next time
Peret, sang solos to his own piano
Mass at 6.4S a. m.
“The Bread of Life”. The ordi
• • •
accompaniment; his last one, Anne Peterson voted to buy two the weather is ideal for skating.
nance of Communion will be obSt. Peter* Episcopal Church;
“It Is No Secret What God Can scrapbooks to make for children
“Plans for selling seeds were
,
_ . . served in this service; Carol Choir
Order of Services: Pariah Com
Do", with members joining in the in the hosjrital.
made.”
will
rehearse
at
5.15
p.
m.;
Junior
Sandra
Peterson,
the
secretary,
munion and Sermon, 930 a. m.;
chorus, was something to bp re
North Nobleboro
BYF will meet at 6.00 p. m. Sun membered.
says, "We had a demonstration
Communion
Breakfast,
1030;
Busy Farmers 4-H Club led by
day.
Those
who
are
joining
the
and
discussion
period
on
‘
SafetyChurch School, 11.00. Weekday*.
Next week, February 6, (re
In The Household’, with these Herbert Spear had Frank Bailey
Haas, Tuesday, Thursday and Fri Church by batiam will receive in member the Grange opens at 730
How to peel °4 Central Maine Power Company
day at 730 a m., Wednesday, struction in this class; Senior BYF instead of 8 o'clock! we have az demonstrations:
speaker at their sixth meeting
will meet at 6 p. m. in the Fidelis guest speaker, Fred Crockett potatoes using a paring knife cor8 a. m.
Classroom; evening service will be who gives his talk on “Dough ectly, by Anne Peterson; How to at the Community Hall, last Wed• • •
use a safety match and safety nesday.
How trust in God, divine Love, held at 7.15 p. m.. sermon title nuts".
lantern, by Carol Cross; How to
Mr. Bailey talked about the
brings man sure guidance will be "Faith for Decision"; Troop 243
brought out at Christian Science will meet Monday at 6.30 p. m.; an for two year olds through grade take care of a burn, by Sandra uspa of electricity, and showed us
Association BYF Rally will be held nine. Comrades of the Way will Peterson; Judith Peterson demon- his exhibit of light bulbs. He also
services Sunday.
Selections to be read from at Camden Baptist Church on meet at 6.30, with a filmstrip and strated what to do when your talked to us about the different
clothing catches fire; Marilyn i hinds of motors.
"Science and Health with Key to I Monday evening at 7 p. m., cars discussion on “Boy Dates Girl'
thc Scriptures" by Mary Baker will leave at 6.45 p. m.; the prayer Mrs. Robert Lindquist will pres Russell demonstrated how to
Camden
Eddy include the following (454:18- hour on Tuesday evening will be ent a solo at the morning service, start a fire and how to put it
Mary Wentworth, secretary of
21): “Love inspires, illumines, a missionary prayer service; a and the offertory anthem will be out.”
the Sub-Teeners 4-H Club reports
After the demonstrations, San that the foods girls baked cookies
designates, and leads the way. film entitled, “My Brother" will sung by the Senior Choir. Mrs.
Right motives give pinions to be shown. Adult Choir will re Howard Rollins will be at the con dra read her prise winning essay at their eighth meeting with the
leader, Mrs. Dorothy Mitchell.
thought, and strength and freedom hearse at 8 p. m. on Tuesday and sole, and Lewis Pendleton will di on Fire Prevention.
Rebecca Waterman and Patria church fcllcwship supper will be rect the choir.
to speech and action”.
West Rockport
The eleventh meeting of the cia Mitchell sang solos during the
Scriptural passages in the Les held at 6.30 p. m. at the vestry on
Appointments for the week in
son-Sermon entitled “Love" will Wednesday evening. Two travel clude: Monday, Boy Scout Troop Singing Sewing 4-H Club was held program.
Robert Whittier, is the new
include the following from Pro- films will be shown following the 206 at 7, and Girl Scout Troops Wednesday, Jan. 23. at the home
the C of C Sheep
verbs (3:5,6): “Trust in the Lord! supper,
15 and 7, at 3 p. m.; Tuesday, Girl of the leader, Mrs. Marion Salmi- president of
with all thine heart; and lean not
Scout Troops 1 and 2 at 3 p. m.; nen. The meeting was called to Club led by Mrs. Lucy Whittier,
Other officers are: Jeffrey WeyAt Owls Head Baptist Church: Wednesday, Women's Association order byPresident Ruth Ann
unto thine own understanding. In
andopened
with mouth, vice president; Melvin
all thy ways acknowledge him, and morning worship and communion, meets at 3 in the church, and the Erickson
! Sunday, 8.45 a. m.; Church School, Senior Choir rehearses at 7 "America" and thc flag salute and H Dorr, in, treasurer; Richard
he shall direct thy paths”.
The Golden Text is from I John Sunday, 10 a. m.; BYF, Sunday, 6 Thursday, the Odds and Ends club pledge. Ten members were Heald, secretary; Barry Rivard,
(4:16) “We have and believed the p. m.; prayer hour, Thursday, 7.30 meet; Friday, the monthly Cir present plus one new member, club reporter; Linda Nash, flag
j bearer; Brain Powers and Howcle supper will be served at 6 Mary Jane' Hallowell.
love that God hath to us. God is p. m.
• • •
Marieta Erickson reported on ard Hunt are cheerleaders,
p. m.
love; and he that dwelleth in love
Sunday services at the First
The club voted to sell seeds.
Services at the Church of the her trip to the State 4-H Contest in
dwelleth in God, and God in him".
Baptist
Church
will
begin
with
the
Orono,
and
told
of
the
many
activiThe
key holders which are part
Narazene
on
Sunday
are
as
fol

'Sunday services at 10.30 a. m.;
j of their woodworking projects
Sunday School at 10.30 a. m.; Wed Church School hour at 9.30 a. m. lows: Sunday School at 9.45 a. m.: ties enjoyed by all present.
In the morning worship service at Morning Worship at 11; Young
It was voted to give $1 to the were completed.
nesday night services at 7.30.
| Mrs. Charlotte C. Smith, Ex10.45 Rev. Edcward T. Barram People’s meeting at 6 p. m.; and March of Dimes.
• • •
The next meeting will be Feb. ; tension clothing specialist, from
The worship service at the Pratt will continue his series of ser the evening service at 7.
The
I the University of Maine was a
Memorial Methodist Church will mons on the doctrines of the Bible mid-week prayer meeting will be 18, at 1.30 p. m.
After the meeting, Mrs. Salmi- very special guest of the Pine
be at 10.30. The theme "The with the subject, “The Doctrine held Wednesday evening at 7 at
Basis of Assurance”. Communion of Hell". Communion will be held the church. The Caravan Groups nen gave a safety talk. AU of the 4-H Club at their meeting last
will be observed. Anne Davis will at the close of this service. Sen- will meet at the usual times and members took part by discussing Wednesday at the home of the
common hazards and their preven- leader, Mrs. Marjorie Hoffses.
play “Choral' by Broad, "Jesus, ’ ior Ambassadors and Early Teen- places.
tion.
Mrs. Smith talked over with our
Tender Shepherd" by Dortch and ' a«era wi“ ““et at 5 45 with David
vice president, Elaine Hoffses,
"Great and Marvellous" by Gaul.' Barram in char*e of thp Earl>’
The Reorganized Church of
West Roekport
The choir will sing "I am the j Teen-agers meeting with the sub Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Donald Starr was host to the selection of dresses to wear in the
Bread of Life” by Stainer and Mr. ject ■’Talents". The pre-service Highland street, pastor, George Amateur Farmers 4-H Club boys count>' area meeting. February 12.
DeGroff will present as his solo prayer m‘'eting Wl" be at 845 Woodward, services are as foll for their January meeting in ! Mrs’ Smith als° anawered some
and the evening service at 7, with ows: Church School, 10 a. m.; Rockville last Saturday afternoon of the questions asked on patterns
“The Golden Key” by Bond. The
the broadcast at 7.30. Following Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, and evening. This included not only and styles.
Church School will hold its weekly
the hymn-sing, and special music 11 a. m.; evening preaching, 7 the business meeting but a sup
John Manchester, associate edi
session at 11 o’clock for the study
by the choir and a soloists, the p. m. Wednesday prayer at 7 p.m. per as well. The attendance was tor from the Extension Service in
of the Bible leBson for the week.
pastor’s message will be on “The
At the Universalist Church Sun 100 per cent with leader and as Orono, also visited the Pine Club
All members of the parish are in
Mind of Christ”.
day
morning the service will be sistant leader, Mr. and Mrs. and talked over with the girl*,
vited to learn more of the Bible
Meetings during the week will held at 11 o’clock, with the Church David Hamalainen, included. “news writing”, “community pro
message here. The Youth Fellow
include the Colonist Pioneer Girls School meeting at the same time. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Matt jects", and "ways of making
ship meets at 5 o'clock with Vir
on Monday at 6.30; the Golden Rev. William Robbins, interim hew Starr and Robert Hama- money".
ginia Chatto serving as counsellor.
Hour of Prayer, Praise, and minister, has chosen "An Old laincn.
Warren
Katherine Bird will conduct the de Bible Study on Tuesday at 7.30;
church in a New World" as hi*
Nancy Starrett, secretary of
The afternoon was spent in
votions and Linda Mountfort, Sally on Wednesday the Pilgrim Pio
sermon title.
Donnie Starr’s workroom enjoy Warren Wonder workers, report*
Fowler and Verna Studley will con neer Girls at 3.30, the Explorer
Activities during the week will ing games.
a
regular business
meeting.
duct a program entitled “The Pioneer Girls at 6.30, the Stock
be as follows: Monday evening.
Supper was served buffet style Nancy says, "We also discussed
World is my Parish". Verna will ade at 7, and the choir rehearsal Boy Scout Troop 203 will meet in
the new cook hooks and the com
read letters that she has received at 7.30; the Junior Ambassadors the vestry at 7.30; Tuesday the by Mrs. Starr and Mrs. Hama
ing 4-H Style Show.
lainen at 5.30.
from forign lands. All high school on Friday at 3.30; and on Satur choir will rehearse at 7.15 at the
Die business meeting was held
"Mrs. Ralph Hate gave us in
youth are invited.
day the Prayer Hour at 7.30.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Philip at 7.30 p. m. with Donald Starr structions in ‘cookie making'.
The Boy Scouts meet on Monday
Bailey; Wednesday afternoon the presiding.
"We had the cookies w-ith some
night at 7 o’clock with Harold
At the Congregational Church, Association of Universalist Wom
The next meeting will be held punch for refreshments."
Whitehill directing the program. Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor: en will hold their monthly meeting
after the basketball season is
North Warren
The Girl Scouts will meet on Tues Morning Worship will be at 10.40, in the vestry. Mrs. Ernest Long
closed in February.
Mrs. Mattie Campbell, Exten
day afternoon at 3.30. Ruth Rog with sermon by the pastor en will be the speaker her subject
A rising vote of thanks was sion clothing leader in the Warren
ers and Katherine Veazie will have titled "The Christian's Compass”, being "Health and Welfare Nursing
fiven to Mrs. Matthew Starr and Day Group, worked with the girl*
charge. The official board will be and the observance of the sacra in Rural Maine." Mrs. George
Donald for the invitation to their in the White Oak 4-H Club on ad
held on Tuesday night at 730. The ment of the Lord's Supper. Durkee will be in charge of the home.
justing patterns for their Style
pastor will expect reports from the Church School classes will con worship service and tea will be
Washington
Show dresses.
chairmen of the four commissions. vene at 9 for four year olds served under the direction of Mrs.
William Johnston, secretary of
The meeting was held at the
Preparations for the Fourth Quart- through high school, and at 10.30 John Lowe, Jr.
the Pine Tree 4-H Club says, "The home of the president, Kathy
president, Mark Pitcher, opened Wyllie.
-xaeser
he meeting and we had the flag
West
alute, club pledge, and the sec
Be sure that the new leaf you
MRS. MABEL HEALD
retary’s report.
turn over this year is fastened
Correspondent
It was reported that thc Christ- down with fool-proof cement.
To start the year right—
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Gross of
UNCLAIMED SHARES OF ESTATES
gel $25 to $1500 la 1 DAY
Prrtland spent Sunday as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Myles Lamson.
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
-j
I, Blaine P. Merrill, Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
The Tuesday Club met with t list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that hav*
ieen paid or transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 143,
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
Mrs. Myles Lamson as co-hostess Section 24, of the Revised Statutes, 1944, State of Maine.
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
Next week Mrs. Robert Heald will
For
Amount From
Date
medical and dental care — all can be financed.
entertain.
Butterworth, Eleanor M. * 2431 Sarah H. Pascal Est. July 25. 1944
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
Church New*
Crabtree, Cora B., Heirs
28.87 Corn B. Crabtree, Est.. Mar. 20, 1945
is a sensible plan.
5.42 Mae Cushman, Est.,
Mar. 20. 1948
The monthly union services will Lvmond, Francis
13.10 Orren P. Hupper Eat., Dee. 31, 1938
Hupper, Oren P., Heir*
UK INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
be held at the local church this Weed, Ellen
1.45 Geo. A. Hendrick* Eat. Sept. 24, 1933
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Sunday evening starting with the Grigor, Michael or
Suva tiffin phone before cotmaq in,
Miail Stafan
young people's group at 6.15 p. m.
15.89 George Steven* Est.,
June 20. 1950
InROCKIANO:
5.12 Arthur Edward Gay Eat.. Dec. 2,1963
and following that, the evangelistic Gay, Mary Elizabeth
evening service at 7. Rev. C. W. Barter, Addie or Two
Unknown Sons of
Small, pastor in charge. The
Tilden Barter
2,3ln « Harry T 8ma11 E,t April 30. 1854
$acaa$ Maae
Aftava lengliDae*®
Sfara
regular morning service at 9.30 Kakkuri, Urho
jack Havlsto Eat
Nov. 18, 1954
Kakkuri.
Jaakko
followed by Sunday Srhool. Mrs.
Phone: 1720
« « Jack Havlsto Est.
Nov. 18. 1954
Simmons,
Mrs.
Anna
94-72 Anna A. Mathews Est Aug. 23, 1855
R. J. Heald attended the program
Davis, Sumner
9* 72 Anna A. Mathews Est Aug. 23, 1065
planning meeting at the home of Hall, Mrs. George
94.72 Anna A. Mathew* Eat Aug. 23, 1955
Mrs. Cheater Wyllie recently, at Arnold, Frank
94.72 Anna A. Mathew* Eat Aug. 33, 1855
which time the program for the Arnold, Everett
94.72 Anna A. Mathew* Est. Aug. 23, 1960
CORPORATION
94 72 Anna A. Mathew* Est Aug. 33, UN
Feb. 22 meeting of the Lincoln Ames, W. L..
County ol Knox
Baptist Association to be held at
OP ROCKLAND
BLAINE P. MERRILL,
the Littlefield Memorial Church Rockland, Maine
PUBLIC LOAN CORPORATION Of ROCKLAND
County Treasurer.
was arranged.
December 31, 1958.

St. John the Baptist Episcopal I
Church. Thomaston: Holy Communion every Sunday at 8 a. m..
preceded by morning prayer at
7.40 a. m. Sunday School every |
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first
Sunday of the month. Horning
Prayer and Family Service first
Sunday of each month for parents,
children. A warm invitation is■ ■
extended to everyone to attend
this service. Communion break
fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at
Knox Hotel.
e o a

X
/A

MEASURE

Grange Corner

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

A. C McLOON & CO.
Diatribntor Shell Gasoline. Range, Fuel OH*
Utillty-Oa* and Appliances

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Serving Nova Scotia, Boston, Belfast, Ellsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S.

ROBERT C. BURNS
to Vault* a

1418

mas lights have been taken off
the village Christmas tree.
Robert Umberger, farm forest
er for Knox-Lincoln Counties
spoke on how to help the forests
of our counties and how to pro
tect our forests from insects and
fire. He told how to preserve our
trees and what trees to cut.
Foresters go through the wood*
and mark trees that should be cut
with yellow paint.
Mr. Umberger had a box of
different kinds of wood which he
explained and for what they were
used.
After his talk, all 17 members
went over to Bill Sperl's wood lot
where Mr. Umberger told us
what certain things meant. Also,
we looked at the rings on
stumps."
The nest meeting will be Feb
ruary 8 after school.

NEED MONEY?

359 Main Street

PUBLIC FINANCE

»«9

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 2,1957

Foge Sbi

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
1

2

3

4IO

8

5

Friendship

ITUAKY

HELEN FALKS
Correspondent
Tel Temple 2-9966

7

T"

II

Mrs. Gordon Murphy and infant
daughter returned home from
Knox Hospital on Monday.
Uhen making oat your will re
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Foster member your church and your
17
18
19
and daughter of Ridlonville spent hospital.
22
20 21
23
the weekend with her grand
GEORGE 1. HO OGDON
mother, Mrs. Ella Morton.
MILE FENING THE US MFRKttS
w
With the death Wednesday of
f it 'uCurN.'NO'FIGHTER PLANE BACK IN
2H
2b
Robert Kelwick. Lewis Cook.
George I. Hodgdon at Boothbay
EM. HARLEY EARC. CHIEF STYLIST OF
Gordon Winchenbaeh and Sylvia
GENERAL NOWS. STBRCF UPON THE
Harbor the Coastal Area has lost
IDEA OF TAIL F/NS FOB AUTONOBILES
Thompson, all students at the
another of its colorful figures con
University of Maine, are enjoy
necting it with the days of wooden
il
i-7 26
ing
a
week
’
s
vacation.
29
TTF/S SET THE SM ARTISTS
ships and iron men.
TO EYOBK EESEN/NO TAIL FTNS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foster and
Hodgdon, who w’as 75 years old
OF ALL SORTS TO BI ADAPTED
ii
1 ss
son Walter of Orono are spending
34
33
3b
FOB LYSE ON AUTONOBILFS
at the time of his death, was a
this
week
at
their
home
in
Mar

W:
third generation Maine shipwright
0 39
37 38
tin's Point.
40 41
and had been in charge of hull conMrs. Sandblom and infant son
_ _
struction at the Hodgdon Brothers
have returned home from Knox
*
MZ
44
43
45
Hospital
i -Goudy and Stevens shipyards in
Miss
Jeannine Cushman is the harbor town,
48
47
4b
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
A foundpr of the yBrd’ his ,irm
spending
a
week
’
s
vacation
with
later
merged with Goudy and
49
50
Stevens to build naval vessels of
Cushman.
Miss Mary O. Simmons has em- wooden construction. Minesweepployment at Sylvania in Waldo- ers» patrol boats, coastal trans/NF rate. CADILLAC /NTBODOGFP THE FIRST AUKfAFTHORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont) VERTICAL (Cont.)
STYLED TALL FINS; FORERUNNER OF TODAYS
boro.
I ports and Admiral MacMillian’s
39- Greased
12-Pale
1-Crowd together
AlYTOMOTIVE REAR-END STYLING40- Alcoholic beverage 14-Evenings (PoeL)
4-Sciences
i flagship Bowdoin orignated in the
Held “Open House"
16-Snare
8- Unadulterated
42-Natural
i yards over which Hodgdon presid44-Tidier
21-The heron
9- lncrease
National Veterans of Foieign
23- Part of the feet
46- Walk
11-Melody
Wars Week was observed by the
24- A shade tree
47- Bow the head
13-Consented
26-Dine
Stone-Scott-Watson Post by hold JOHN T. ALLEY
15-Fur-bearing animal 48- Golf mounds
28- Gained
49- Lyric poems
(pl.)
ing “Open House’’ last Wednes
John Thomas Alley. 61. husband
29A
short
blast
50Confusion
17- Portuguese coin
day.
Special guests were the of Mary Parker Alley, died Wed
30Walk
in
water
18- Personal bravery
VERTICAL
VFW Auxiliary.
After a brief nesday night at his home at 78
31- Glides on ice
19- A forest tree
1- Very large
32- Sacred bull of Egypt business session, the Post home
20- Never (contr.)
Mechanic Street. Camden.
34- Manner
2- Mistaking
22-Part of a ship
was inspected and games were
JOMY. NEARLY EVERT CAR NAS ITS
A weaver by trade, he had
35- Twist
3- Wild (Scot.)
24- lncites
played. Refreshments were served. worked at the Knox Wooden Com
VERSION OF THE TAIL FIN
36- Pronoun
25- Assume an attitude 5- Rodent
36-Comblning form.
6- Gives pleasure to
In co-operation with the local pany for more than 30 years and
27-Unite
Within
7- A title (pl.)
30-The Occident
Fire Department and Civil De had been a resident of Camden
41-Dregs
8- Segment
33-Small particle
fense. they arp conducting a blood for more than 50 years.
43-Large monkey
9- A Hebrew month
35-Burdensome work
typing program.
All those in
45-Corroded
10-Condemn
Mr. Alley was born at Tenants
More Meals From Meat:
37-By
terested. please contact Arthur Harbor, January 19. 1898. the son
policemen and are placed at care Barbour or Mrs. Frank Richard- of John and Emma Marshall
Road Signs Are
fully selected locations to protect son for appointments and trans- ^j|ey
BEEF ARM POT-ROAST
portation to Knox County General
He was a member of the Cam"Signs of Life" For the public and help move traffic Hospital.
den
peuows an(j
Camden
safely.
Two Meo/s for a Fam/7y offour
Ripley
also
emphasized
that
Meduncook
Lodge
Installs
Congregational
Church.
Maine Motorists
strict enforcement of the laws re
Meduncook
Lodge,
AFAAM.
Surviving besides his widow, is
“Support
your
traffic officials
lated
to traffic signs is also neces held its annual installation Mon- a daughter, Mrs. Maralyn Vinal
For
a
family
1. Cut through natural
and join in the ‘Attack’ on Traffic sary to prevent traffic accidents. dav evening when R. W. David ' of Camden; a sister. Mrs. Elizadividing seam a to b
o, four you
“Official agencies need public Duncan, District Deputy, District i beth Wlock of Worcester. Mass.;
then through meat from
will want an
Accidents! ”
b to c to separate
arm pot-roast
This was the appeal issued to- suPPort t0 function P™P«>y.” he No. 9. of Vinalhaven. installed °ne granddaughter and several
meaty piece ® from
that weighs
concluded. “Show your traffic Woodrow Verge as Worshipful n’Pces an<T nephews.
day by Ibra L. Ripley. Jr., chair
arm pot-roast.
from 4 to 5
officials that you are behind them Master; Randall C. Foster, senior
Funeral services will be held
pounds.
man of the “Back The Attack On in their safety efforts
that warden; and Albert J. Roberts. Saturday (today) at 2 p. m. from
Traffic Accidents” program which you are truly "Backing the Attack junior warden.
Others installed ; the Gilbprt C Laite Funeral
2. Either leave © in
is being sponsored by the Gov- , on Traffic Accidents'.”
one piece or split it into
were; William Gilchrest, senior Home in Camden with Rev. Mel. fashion piece ® into
ernor's Committee on Highway i
-----------------two thinner steaks by
deacon; W. Thomas Delano, jun-’ vin H Dorr’ Jr” officiating’ Inboneless roll and fasten
cutting from d to e
Safety and by the National Safe- i ——— ior deacon; Arthur E. Farnham. ! termcnt wil1 bc in Mountain View
skewer or
ty council
Owls Head
Sr., senior steward; Arthur Bar- ! Cemeteiy.
i string.
Ripley pointed out that the
bour, junior steward; Maurice T. i
3. Cut from f to g to remove
MRS FRANCIS DYER
Governor’s Committee on High-!
nb section ® from arm
Correspondent
Hall, treasurer; Luther S. Wotton. i Clpver PeoPle ftnd “ Pa-va them
Telephone 286-M3
way Safety is conducting a con- 1
pot-roast. Then remove
secretary; Otto Rodamer, mar- t0 be honest bccaU8p thpre is
armbone ($. The bones
tinuing program to encourage
shal; Frederick S. Felker, tyfer. 1 much less competition.
may be used lor soup
recognition and observance of all |
Emilio Hary is confined to his Due to illness in the family, the i
home with pneumonia.
traffic signs.
chaplain, Elden L. Cook, was un-' Too many motorists drive on
“These traffic aids are called
the theory that you don’t need
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown are able to be present.
‘Signs of Life’, and the reason is ' visiting their son. Robert Brown
The installing suite consisted of good road habits if you drive a
evident.’’ he said. “Observance ! an(j famiiy in Naugatuck, Conn., R. W. David Duncan, District nice new car.
of these signs by motorists and and getting acquainted with their Deputy; Harold Dolliver of Thom
pedestrians will help reduce ac granddaughter, born Jan. 23.
SWISS STEAKS
aston. assistant; Everett Noble
cidents and thus save lives.
As indicated in step number 2
The School Improvement League of Thomaston, grand marshal;
this section may be used as
“The Signs of Life program is will meet Wednesday night. Feb. Frank Dowling of Tenants Har
BONELESS POT ROAST
one thick Swiss steak oi twp
one
phase of the year-long ‘Back 6 at the Central School at 7.30 p. bor. grand chaplain.
Will make four easily
thinner ones
The Attack On Traffic Accidents' m. As there are several items of
carved servings.
Refreshments of sandwiches,
now in progress on a nationw'de important business to take up at ’up cakes and coffee were served.
HER HEART CAME UP
period of trial and scrutiny by the scale. If we are to make any in- this mert;ng it is hoped there will
The lodge presented a past
Fulbright Report
a large attendance. Mrs. Al- master's jewel to Maynard A.
public and government as have in roads into the terrible national I
IN HER MOUTH
vestment companies in the last traffic toll of last year, the pub-1 ]ene Cross is chairman of the re Winchenbaeh, the retiring master.
Praises Mutual
z
x
lic must be snapped out of its freshment committee assisted by
decade.
Sixteen members and 38 guests
apathy and brought into the fight Mrs. Elisabeth Walker, Mrs. Mary were present.
They
are
closely
regulated
by
Investments
both Federal and state govern- against accidents,” Ripley said. Epps, Mrs. Grace Glover. Mrs.
Church Notire
Mr. Ripley emphasized that the Eleanor Glover, Mrs. Florence
The nation’s mutual funds are ment agencies, rigorously restrictSunday is Communion at the
going to be revealed as remark- ed in their communication to the "Back the Attack” program has Havener, Mrs. Lou Moore and
Advent Christian Church.
The
zably astute Investors when the Public, and operate under manda three phases . . . improvement of Mrs. Marion Collins.
tory full disclosure of their opera individual driving and pedestrian
The amount received from the pastor. Rev. Everett Pender will
Fulbright committee releases its
behavior, support for traffic offi Mothers' March held Wednesday speak at 10.30 a. m. on the sub
tions
comprehensive report on institu
The latest Fulbright Information cials and co-operation with and night was $148.27. Workers assist ject. “Sealed with Heaven’s Slgtional investors the middle of next study, begun in October last year support of local safety oiganiza- ing on the march were: Mrs. :et.” Sunday School at 12 m for
month, it was indicated in Wash to determine the impact of Insti tions.
Grace Palmer, Mrs. Frank Salo, adults as well aB children. Eve
“Strict observance of all traffic Mrs. Claire Coffey, Mrs. Florence ning gospel hour at 7 a. m. Con
tutional investors on the stock
ington this week.
so elated was she after one
In the past, mutual funds have market, was an outgrowth of the aws, including those related to Young. Mrs. Ellcna Fredette, Mrs. gregational and Junior choir
singing
with
instrumtntai
music.
signs.
signals
and
pavement
visit to NEWBERT’S!
been bedeviled by both favorable committees’ study of the stock
Kathleen Stone. Mrs. Annabelle
and unfavorable assays of their market in the spring of last year, markings, is the basis of safe Stone, Mrs. Elisabeth Walker. Sermon topic, "Only A Prayer
portfolio performance, based on
In the 34-month period, it is fair driving and walking behavior,” Mrs. Allene Cross, Mrs. Mary Away.” Tuesday 7 p. m. prayer
Thurs
embarrasingly simple and usually to say from Washington reports he program chairman said.
Epps, Mrs. Dorothy Leadbetter. and testimony meeting.
/}
“Know your Signs of Life, but Mrs. Helen Buckminster, Mrs. day, 7 p. m. Lawrence Wotton will
inadequate statistical analyses that mutual funds will rink high
which have gone to i;u( h extremes in Investing skill among the insti- don't take I hem (or granted,” he Eleanor Glover, Miss Beryl Bor- lead the Loyal Workers’ service.
urged. “They stand as silent gerson, Mrs. Constance Painter, The teacher training class will
as comparing the market perform- tutional investors.
Y7 ’ REHAURANT
ance of & bond fund with stock i
----------------Mrs. Ida Ross. Mrs. Frank Knight begin promptly at the close of the
youth
meeting.
Visitors
to
the
oTo-CKlaj . . .
by game biologists. Yards are and Mrs. Gloria Spinney. Re
market averages.
given one of three classifications freshments of doughnuts and cof- class will be welcomed. The local
Perhaps no other institutional Data On Deer
T'LtASAF/r ATMCtfPHEQE
• 3Ot) MAIN ^trr.Rt
as to abundance or lack of food I fee were served at the school- Woman's Home and Foreign Mis
investments group has undergone Cpnenn AvflilaLIp
Q • ROCACCAND
such a prolonged an exhaustive
rtVUHUWIC
sufficient for winter survival of j house by Mrs. Evelyn Foss, local sion Society will meet with Mrs.
W/J. •
Ifbo
------ ----------------- ------------------ —i A new’ pamphlet entitled, “Facts deer. Also discussed are effects of ! polio chairman and Mrs. Mary Stillman Havener Friday at 7.30.
range
deterioration
upon
the
Dyer.
The
doughnuts
had
been
Behind
The Deer
Seasor
| made by Mrs. Nellie Reed and doRecommendations” has been made Maine Deer herd.
ENDS SAT. "7Mi CAVALRY" and "THE GAMMA PEOPLE"
“Facts Behind the Deer Season nated by the school pupils.
available' to the public by the Recommendations” can be obOVR NEW SHOW TIMES
-----------------ROCKLAND
Friday. One Show at 7.15
Game Division. Maine Department tained by simply writing to the ■ Cupid finds it a lot easier to get
Saturday at 2.00—6.30—#.30
MAINE
of Inland Fisheries and Game. Department of Inland Fisheries two hearts to heat as one. than to
Sunday at 3.00 and 7.15 p. m.
and
Game.
State
House,
Augusta,
get
two
mouths
to
eat
that
way.
Authored by Chester Banasiak,
(TEL 892)
THE BIG SH<X KICK!
Deer Research Leader, the pamph
The Story of RJboda, Who
equipped for HI FIDELITY STFREOPHONIC SOUND
let deals with winter yard condi
Grew I rnm the
SUNDAY - MONDAY
tions Throughout the .state and
"BAD SEED"
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
SINUAY; 3.00 to 10.30
reasons for recommending changes
Starring
Continuous Sunday from 3
Mat. 2 — Eve. 6.30-8.30
DAILY: 2.00—6.30—8.30
in
Maine
’
s
deer
Seasons.
NANCY KELLY
Discussed in detail are findings
Cash Night Saturday, $300.
CITY OF A THOUSAND UNTOLD SECRETS!
from 423 winter deer yarcte cruised
13

14

15

lb

Soffiey$ay

Camden Theatre

NOTICE
Camden Home Bakery

tel

art**

w

Camden
WILL

CLOSE FEBRUARY 2

AND RE-OPEN MARCH 4

Inciting New furopeon Start

f

J-r

. TORIH THATCHER -LEIF ERICKSON -M4RTIN BENSON and^

SATURDAY - 2 P. M.
"LONE RANGER"

ENDS SATURDAY - 6.30-7.45

AND

AND

KARTOON SHOW

"4 BOYS ANO A GUN"

"WILD PARTY"

STARTS

ingrid bergman"*"*-

WED. I

S “ESS

"ANASTASIA"

SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Delano at
tended the McKeon-Huntley wed
MRS. ELINOR MacKENZTE
Corresponded
ding and reception in Rockland
Tel. Liberty 6-3132
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Day of
Mrs. Sidney Harriman and Mrs. Monmouth and Mrs. Hilda Speel of
Charles Copeman attended the fu Damariscotta have been recent
neral of Mrs. Harriman’s brother
guests at O. B. Libby’s.
in Union last Wednesday after
noon, Jan. 23.
LEGAI NOTICES
Mrs. Victoria Hilton is spending
PROBATE NOTICES
some time at her home here from
STATE OF MAINE
Norwalk, Conn.
To all persons interested in
Six members of Victor Grange either of the estates hereinafter
attended the Neighborhood meet- named:
ing at Tranquility Grange in LinAt a probate Court held at
eolnville. last Friday night. It was Rockland, in and for the County
,
„
.
. of Knox, on the fifteenth day of
also Guest Officers night and tins January> in the year of our Lord
Grange was
represented by one thousand nine hundred and
Charles MacKenzie as guest fifty-seven, and by adjournment
overseer and Evelyn Lucas who from day to day from the fifteenth g
acted as guest Flora.
±7 / aaid Janaary „ ,
.
”
The following matters having been
Mrs. Hilda Harriman. Mrs. prcsented for the action thereCharles Copeman and Mrs. Sid- upon hereinafter indicated it is
ney Harriman attended the wed- hereby ORDERED:
ding reception at Thomaston of
That notice thereof be given to
Miss Feme Ellen Harriman and a11 Persons interested, by causing
a copy of this order to be publishGeorge Harvey Powers who were ed
weeks successively in The
married last Saturday, Jan. 26. Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pubMiss Harriman formerly resided lished at Rockland, in said Counin Searsmont.
I
that theY ma>' aPPcar at a
_ ,
„
...
1 Probate Court to be held at said
Sunday callers of Mrs. Sidney
on the nineteenth day of
Harriman were Mrs. Angie Kim- February A. D. 1957, at ten
ball and Priscilla Collins of Owls o'clock in the forenoon, and be
Head, also Mrs. Raymond Har heard thereon if they see cause.
EVERETT L. SPEAR late of
riman and son Larry of Thomas
Rockland, deceased. Will and
ton and Mrs. Ora Clark.
Codicil thereto and Petition for
A very successful game night Probate thereof asking that the
was held by the P.T.A. for the same may be proved and allowed
benefit of the hot lunch program and that Letters Testamentary
issue to Zoa J. Spear of Rockland,
last Saturday evening, Jan. 25.
M rs. Flank Gardner of "Happy she being the executrix named ,
Acres” suffered an ill turn last therein without bond.
ELIZA E. AREY late of Vinal
Saturday and is confined to her
haven, deceased. Will and Peti
home.
tion for Probate thereof asking
that said Will may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to R. Mont Arey of
Tenants Harbor
Vinalhaven, he being the Execu
MRS HENRY ALLEN
tor named therein, without bond.
Correspondent
GINA B. SWANSON late of
Telephone 69
Vinalhaven, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
The Waterbury. Conn., home of ing that said Will may be proved
the Randall Bakers was the scene and allowed and that Letters
of a gala event last Saturday, the Testamentary issue to Fritz L.
occasion being the 90th birthday Swanson of Vinalhaven. he being
the Executor named therein, with
anniversary of Rosamond D. Duke- out bond.
shire, the mothei- of Mrs. Randall
MALCOLM MORIARTY late of
Baker . and Doctor Wallace B Cushing,
deceased. Will
and
Dukeshire of Brooklyn, New York. Petition for Probate thereof ask
Present at the celebration were ing that said Will may be proved
and allowed and that Letters
Dr. and Mrs. Dukeshire, Mr. and Testamentary issue to Annie M.
Mis. Stanley Kalloch, Cheshire, Davis of Cushing, she being the
Conn., Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Welton Executrix named therein, without
and a host of neighbors and well bond.
ETTA B. WALL late of St.
wishers.
Mrs. Herbert Hawkins entertain George, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking
ed the Rug Club at her home, that said Will may be proved and
Tuesday.
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Joseph T. Sim
Many a man loses his chance in mons of St. George, he being the
this life because he never knows Executor named therein, without
bond.
it is too late until it is too late.
MABEL C. BEALE also know
as Mabelle C. Beale late of
LEGAL NOTICES
Friendship, deceased.
Will and
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
Petition for Probate thereof ask
I, THOMAS C. AYLWARD. ing that said Will may be proved
Register of Probate for the Coun and allowed and that Letters
ty of Knox, in the State of Maine, Testamentary issue to William N.
hereby certify that in the follow Fiynt of Melrose. Massachusetts,
ing estates the persons were ap he being the Executor named
pointed administrators, executors, therein, with bond.
guardians and conservators and
ESTATE CHRISTIAN KANGAS
on the date hereinafter named.
late of Rockland, deceased. Will
JAMES A. MacDONALD late of and Petition for Probate thereof
North Haven, deceased. Decem asking that said Will may be
ber 31, 1956. Christine Rice of, proved and allowed and that LetWoburn, Massachusetts, was ap-1 ters of Administration with the
pointed Administratrix and quali- Will annexed be issued to Aino G.
fled by tiling bond on same date. I Kangas of Rockland, or some
Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland, i other suitable person, with bond.
Agent in Maine.
j ESTATE ETHEL S. CUMMINGS
LEROY E. MERRILL late of late of Rockland, deceased. PetiRockland. deceased. December 18. tion for Administration asking that
1956. Richard W. Glass of Belfast Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland,
was appointed Administrator and or some other suitable person be
qualified by filing bond on same appointed
Administrator, with
date,
bond.
STONNIE E.
RICHARDSON
ESTATE JOHN A. THOMPSON
late of Rockland, deceased. Jan- late of Rockland, deceased. Petiuary 15, 1957 Edward B. Richard- tion for Administration asking
son of Rockland was appointed that Carrie B. Thompson of RockAdministrator, without bond.
land, or some other suitable perCHARLES L. GRAHAM late of son toc appointed Administratrix.
Appleton, deceased. January 15, without bond.
1957. Harry E. Wilbur of Rockland
ESTATE CHARLES O. COLwas appointed Administrator, and LINS late of Appleton, deceased,
qualified by filing bond on same Petition for Administration asking
date.
[ that Avis G. Collins of Appleton.
JEANNETTE G. CARVER late or «ome other suitable person be
of Vinalhaven. deceased. January aPP°*t>ted Administratrix, without
15, 1957. Keith G. Carver of Vinal bond.
ESTATE JOHN W. O'JALA late
haven, Maine, and Ernestine C.
Johnson of Lynnfield Center, of Rockport, deceased. Petition
Massachusetts. were appointed for Administration asking that
Administrators,
without
bond. Martha A. O’Jala of Rockport or
Christopher S. Roberts. Agent in some other suitable person be ap
Maine for Ernestine C. Johnson. pointed Administratrix, without
DONALD L. KARL late of bond.
ESTATE RALPH L. CLARK
Rockland, deceased. January 15.
1957, Gladys V. Karl of Rockland late ot Rockland, deceased. Peti
| was appointed Executrix, without tion for Administration asking
that Anna F. Clark of Rockland or
i bond.
i HIRAM B. LIBBY late of Thom some other suitable person be ap
aston, deceased. January 15. 1957, pointed Administratrix, without
Elizabeth M. Libby of Thomaston bond.
ESTATE ALICE M
W.ASHwas appointed Executrix, without
BURNE late of Rockland, de
bond.
| EMMA L. WINSLOW late of ceased. First and Final Account
Vinalhaven. deceased. January 15. presented for allowance by Leu1957. Malcolm Winslow of Wor don C. Jackson, Jr., Executor.
ESTATE JOHN SHIELDS late
cester, Massachusetts, was ap
pointed Executor, without bond. of Everett, Massachusetts, de
Hadley B. Miller of Waldoboro, ceased. First and Final Account
presented for allowance by Mar
Agent in Maine.
LESTER H. ELWELL late of St. garet Parsons. Executrix.
ESTATE AINA M GRONROS
George, deceased.
January 15,
1957. Agnes C. Elwell of St. late of Rockland, deceased. First
George was appointed Executrix, and Final Account presented for
allowance by Sulo A. Gronros, Ad
without bond.
CARRIE E. WALLACE late oi ministrator.
ESTATE DOROTHEA M. BALCushing, deceased.
January 15.
1957, Charles D. Fogerty of Galt. ANO late of St. George, deceased.
Province of Ontario, Canada, First Account presented for allow
was appointed Administrator, with ance by James Wilfred Balano
the Will annexed, and qualified by and Jasper M. Balano. Executors.
tiling bond on same date. Stuart
ESTATE HERMAN STENFORS
C. Burgess of Rockland, Agent in of Warren. First and Final Ac
i Maine.
count presented for allowance by
EUGENE F. ALLEN late of St Selma Anderson, Guardian.
l George, deceased.
January 15,
WITNESS Charles F. Dwinal,
| 1957, Gertrude A. Small of St. Esquire, Judge of Probate Court
| George was appointed Executrix, for
Knox County,
Rockland.
Maine.
without bond.
Attest;
Attest:

Searsmont

THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
Register.

f

THOMAS C. AYLWARD.
Register.
15’S*21
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and of these 211 pupils, 24 were an all day session. Wednesday,
high school pupils. The Health Feb. 6, with Mrs. Richard Butler. Appleton
Pleasant Point
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
Council gave lollipops to the small The Men's Forum will meet at the
UNION
MRS
RUBY
CHAPLES
MRS. FANNIE DAVIS
MISS DORIS HYLER
tots.
The clinic for the pre- Montgomery Rooms. Thursday
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
school children for the polio shots, with a 6.30 supper. The Fireside
Tel. West Appleton 8-14
Telephone
CRestwood
4-2421
office
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone 10-24
will be announced.
! Class will meet Friday evening
Miss
Kathleen
Ames,
six
months
i
Telephone
CRestwood
4-2038
home
.HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Congratulations are extended old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oak
The members of the Warren and the Youth Group, Saturday
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Pease who ley Ames, recently returned home
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
Women’s Club are being notified of evening.
Mrs. Gladys Cunningham and
Schools in Union 73 will close the program to be featured over
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
At the Second Congregational were married in Rockland. Fri- from the hospital.
Mrs. Geneva Luce attended fuwords to a line.
at noon Wednesday, Feb. 6. due the NBC TV at 10 a. m. Wednes- Church, Church School will be at day. Jan. 25.
Mrs. James Seavey returned ' neral services Monday in Waldo
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called, 1. e., advertisements
to a teachers’ meeting, at Waldo- day Feb. 6. when the Home TV 9.30 a* m- Worship service is at
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Studholm home Friday from a visit with her boro for their uncle, Harvey
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 25 cents additional,
and son of China were Sunday brother. Oscar Bi'.lado and fam Mooers of Washington.
boro. Luncheon for the teachers show features the Triumphant 10-30 a. m.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Story of Community Achievement
—
guests of their daughter, Mrs. ily in Stockton Springs and an
Mrs. Geneva Whalen of Ells
will
be
served
at
the
Waldoboro
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
Frank Boggs and family.
of G.F.W.C. club women in the, EAST WALDOBORO
other brother, George Billado and worth passed the weekend with
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
High School at 1 p. m. At the aft- reenactment of the prize winning
Rev. and Mrs. John Beauregard family in Frankfort.
Mrs. Belle Kenniston.
No classified _ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
and Mrs. Henry Wilson of
ernoon meeting there will be a club project.
Mrs. Ethel Jackson visited re
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
entertained
at supper and a so
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dan
Washington were dinner guests
demonstration of the tachistoscopc
ALL ML’ST BE PAID FOR
Mrs. Leola Wiley was added to ■ recently at Joseph Glaude’s, and cial evening Jan. 21. the staff cently with Mr. and Mis. Kenneth forth and Mrs. Doris Miller at
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
by Mr. Cox of the Keystone Com he list of mothers who partici-; callers at Russell McLead’s,
rkers and officers of The Waldo Sevon and family.
tended Medomak Valley Grange,
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Connt the Words—Five to a
pany.
pated in the Mothers’ March Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sevon and Burkettville
Monday
evening,
Those present
Line.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mank and Larger Parish.
Brother Danforth serving as inAt the Grade School. Jan. 29. nesday evening. Mrs. Sarah But Edward Matson called on Mrs. were Rev. and Mrs.HoraceMof- 1 daughter were callers on Mr. and
stalling officer.
when the clinic was held for the ler reports a very satisfactory Jennie Teele. Mr. and Mrs. Mal fitt ofBelfast. Rev. and Mrs. El- Mrs. Elmer Sevon Sunday.
Albert Marshall of Boothbay
M,„ Gladys Cunningham, Mr.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
polio shots, 211 pupils received response from Warren residents. colm Church at Port Clyde Sun liott Anderson of South Montville
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Reynolds Harbor visited recently with his and Mrs. Frances Doughty and
Attending the meeting of the day.
either first, second or third shots
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
LIVE Bait, Minnows for sale. '
of Randolph, Miss Barbara Ro- aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. tw0 children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Button Club at Union. Jan. 26,
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SALE KONTIO BROS., Route 90. West
zette of Liberty. Mrs. Charles Homer Marshall and is enroute to Winfred Kennoyer in Mexico Sun
were:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Gor-'
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V) Rockport.
called Tuesday on Mr. and Mrs.
14*161 EGGS & CHICKS
Grinnell of Burkettville. Mrs. John Virginia, where he is stationed in day.
don. Mrs. William Kelley, Mrs. [
triple track. The window with a
NICE Bedroom Set for sale, $35; | CLEMENTS CHICKS - Rugged. Elsie Wallace. Miss Elcey Sawyer. Levander Newbert. North Waldo Cha pies of Appleton and Donald l^e Army.
Mrs. Esther Butler is a surgical
reputation, sold and installed,
boro.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall patient at the Augusta General
factory to you by Kenniston Bros. also complete parlor set, $25. •‘Maine-Bred’’ to live better, pro John Sidensparker, Mrs. X. X.
Hewett of South Somerville. BidMiss Glenys Miller, who came den but unable to attend were j visited with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hospital.
Exclusive Knox County Distribu and cedar chest. $10. HARVEY duce better. Red-Rocks (Black Mallett and Mrs. Hilliard Spear.
14*16 Pullets), White Leghorns, Reds
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON, GURNEY. Union.
home Wednesday from Gorham, Rev. Elmer Helmuth of Weeks, Shuman in Medomak Sunday.
Mrs. Carrie Mank entered Knox
Mrs.
Maude
Jones
was
appointed
£3 Gay Street, Rockland Tel,
PRACTICALLY New 23 cu. ft. Golden Crosses for laying flock.-?.
returned Monday to resume her Mills and John Chaples of AppleMr. and Mrs. Ralph PauLson of Hospital Tuesday for surgical
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686. REVCO Deep Freeze for sale. White Rocks for broilers and to the sick committee for the Bel-'
Hulls Cove, spent the past weekend treatment.
ton.
Camden CEdar 6-3066.
129-tf $400. Tel. THOMASTON 71-4. 13*15 hatching eggs. Golden Cross- fast area. Mrs. Belle Cobb of j Judies.
The Parent-Teacher Association
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs from ‘ with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Cockerels for broilers. Maine- Belfast, gave a most interesting; ^r- ant^ Mis. Merton Sawyer,
FOUR Piece Chrome Kitchen
U. S. Approved Pullorum Clean. talk with exhibits on “White Met- j Miss Ercell Sawyer and Carl Savv Appleton who attended the recep-, M. J. Maloney.
holds a food sale today at CunSet for sale, also Tele-Chair Table
SERVICES
Prices reasonable — write CLE a’s.” A small auction was held.1
and light, mahogany book case,
an^ Mrs. Myrtie Crockett of tion held at Round Pond for Wil- | Mr. and Mrs. David Faulking- ningham’s Store at 1 p. m., pro
MENT CHICKS. INC., Route 33 Mrs. Hattie Hall of Waterville. I Rockiand. called Sunday evening son Crook, D.W., included Mr. and ham and daughter have returned reeds to be used for clinic and
Universal vacuum cleaner attach
1957 ALUMINUM DELUXE
Winterport,
Maine.
<A»
ments and chest, Casco step stool.
DOORS-W1NDOWS
chairman of the Central Maine on Mr- and Mrs. Russell Me-1 Mi s Laurin Clark. Mr. and Mrs. | home after a week’s visit with teachers rooms at the High School
Other household items. Ail like
FREE Door with purchase of 10
Stedman Dalton, Mr. and Mrs. ! Mr. and Mrs. Willard Simmons in
Friendly Circle of the Methodist
State Society district meeting, an Leod Jr.
new. Can be seen at 9 STANLEY or more windows at $24.95. (in
REAL ESTATE
Church will serve their public
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bean, son Raymond Keating. Mr. and Mr*. Damariscotta.
nounced that meeting for Feb. 9,
AVENUE, afternoons and eve cludes 34”x34” glass), quality,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Faulking- dinner Tuesday, Feb. 5. Commit
nings.
13-15 heavy 63S-T5, genu.ne three-track
and
young
daughter j John Jackson. Jesse Arrington.
OAKWOOD INN for sale. On at Al’s Food Shop, Charles street. Teddy
swivel-welded windows, custom Route One between Rockland and Waterville. The February meeting Jacqueline of Union were Sunday • Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart and son ham and two daughters are spend tee udll be Clara Day. Martha Ful
made. No Springs, gadgets, gim Camden.
ing the winter with his parents, ler. Mae Burnham.
Up-to-date modern in will be at the Megunticook Grange guests at Lloyd Bean’s. Sgt. and Frank, and Leonard Fish.
SNOW & BARN
micks. RUEL EUGLEY. Sales- every detail.
Sale includes at- Hall. Saturday, Feb. 23, at which Mrs. Raymond Trank of Fitch-1 Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gushee en Mr. and Mrs. Charles FaulkingSeven Tree Grange Circle will
Service, Waldoboro, Tel. TEmple ! tractive building, all equip, and
SHOVELS
tertained Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. ham in Lawry.
meet for the day Wednesday, Feb.
2-5238.
15*20 furnishings. 200 ft. on highway, time, there will be a food sale, burg, Mass., were weekend guests
Paul Gushee of Rockport and Mrs.
6 with Aubyne Haw’es. Pot luck
SI.19 & $1.45 Each
Lj-nn’s Party
good drive in and parking area which is open to the public. The at the Bean home.
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO., speakers for that meeting will be
Miss Lynette Davis cerebrated dinner and all ladies are invited
Mrs. Sadie Glaude and Mrs. Daisy Bennett of Camden, the oc
WAIE8V1LKL
Almost all Electrical Household
Dorothy Dietz. Office across from Mrs. Mary Nash and Mrs. Edna Camilla Glaude attended a party casion being Mrs. Bennett’s birth her 2d birthday Monday with a to attend.
Appliances Can De Repaired by
Village Green. Camden. Phoi. Start.
Wednesday. Feb. 6 at 7.30 p. m.
Hostesses will be Mrs. at Mrs. Charles Philbrook’s in day.
party at her home, given by her
12-S-15
CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3977.
15-1;
HOUSE-SHEKMAN, INC.
|
Prof.
Royce
Miller
of
Gordon
the
PTA will meet at the ComGrace
Eddy.
Mrs.
Ora
Merrifield
mother.
Mrs.
Philip
Davis.
Those
Roekland Wednesday evening.
"Your Crosley-Bendix Dealer"
NEW’ Furnaces for coal. wood,
j College spent several days last present
Richard munity Building. Principal Wil
and Mrs. Mary Small.
were:
Mrs.
Rockland
and oil for sale, installed com 442-444 Main St.
Mrs. Annie Mank. Robert Jones
Phone 721
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby has and Raymond Simmons called on I week with his parents, Mr. and Glaude and children. Beverly. liam Rochon will demonstrate a
plete anywhere. Nothing down.
FOR REAL ESTATE
60-EOI-tf
Small monthly payments starting
been substituting at the Elemen Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Mank and fam Mrs. Barclay Miller.
Donna and Ricky, Mis. Grace Col class of the driver education.
Day
wil
also be
May if desired. 36 mos. terms.
i The Executive Committee and burn. Mrs. Roland Stimpson and Founders
tary School, due to illness amonst ily.
Austin
D.
Nelson
Write today: SUPERIOR HEAT
' staff of the Waldo Larger Parish children Stephen and Pamela, observed The refreshment com
LITTLE A HOFFSES
the
teachers.
CALL 928
Misses Glenys and Gladys Miller
ING CO.. 351 Sherwood St.. Port
Building Contractors
held a special meeting at the Mrs. Oakley Ames and children. mittee for the evening are:
41 Limerock St.
Roekland
land, Tel. SP 3-8617.
and Mrs. Arnold Achorn were Sat
Church Notices
Tel. 178-11
home of Rev. and Mrs. Beaure-; Shirley and Diane, great grand Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cunningham,
148-tf
13*23 50 High Street, Thomaston, Maine
At the Baptist Church the Feb. urday callers of Mrs. Ray Sim i gard, Monday evening.
mothers Mrs. Rose Robinson. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Goff. Mr. and
1939 CHEVROLET Pickup Truck Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
3 worship service will be at 10. mons.
Miss Beverly Meservey was Susie Davis and Mrs. Ernest Ben Mrs. Robert Clark. Mr. and Mrs.
Foundations - Chimneys
for sale, half ton. 2 new tires,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Seekins
of
COIIAGES
Church School. 11.10 a. m. Eve
HOMES
i home from Husson College sev- ner. grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Grevis Payson. Mr. and Mrs.
Remodeling & House-Builders
new battery, inspection sticker
ning service at 7 p. m. The mid Thomaston, Milton Lawry and : eral days last week.
Free Estimates
and Anti-Freeze. Ready to go.
Donald Kenniston. aunt. Miss Allan Leach. Col. and Mrs. Cleo
week prayer service will be in the family of Roekland, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McCorrison Kathleen Kenniston and sister Goderre. Saturday the following
$150 cash. R. S. JORDAN. 6 Kel- ______________ 119-tf
Burleigh
Mank
and
son
Bryant
of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Spear.
ley Lane, City.
13*15
j and Miss Judy Esancy were in Lorelie. Lynette received many group. Mrs. Faith Farrow, Mrs.
WE repair and service al!
The Mission Circle will meet for Noilh Waldoboro were weekend Rockiand. Monday to see Orrin
Doris Miller.
Mrs. Elizabeth
FIREWOOD for sale including makes of sewing machines and
lovely gifts.
callers on Mrs. Annie Miller and
Blake. Alex Hardie and Harry
stove wood, fireplace wood and 4 vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
Ames of Matinicus. who is a pa
L
family.
ING
MACHINE
CO.,
395
Main
ft. wood. TEL. 1505.
13-15
TO LET
Stewai*d will attend a Legislative
tient at Knox Hospital.
Street, Rockland, Tel. 1724. 8-tf
WASHINGTON
Miss Dorothy Orff of Warren
conference at the Augusta House
Mrs. Edward Johnson and
Venetian Blinds-lVinduw Shades
Rockland. Maine
Word has been i received of the
FIVE Room Unfurn. ADt. to let. was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Twenty-four
Hnor
Photo
Serv

Made To Fit Your Windows
at 10 a. m. Speakers will include
daughter Kathy attended a birth death December
1647 W
' Tri 163-M EDNA PAYSON. 15-tf Mun roe.
ice.
Ask
for
it
at
yonr
local
store
5.
of
Charles
All Styles and Colors
Governor Muskie. Commissioner
day
party
given
to
Kris
Pease
by
or
at
GIFFORD'S.
Rockland,
Me.
COMMERCIAL
FARMS
Usher in Florida. Mr. and Mrs.
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt. to let.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Achorn
Free Estimates — Call
Itf
with bath. Inquire 15 GROVE called at Michael Mitchell’s in her mother. Mrs. Lawrence Pease Usher formerly liv id at Washing of Education. Warren Hill,, Com
Tel. 939
•
STREET.
15 17 Rockland Friday evening. Mrs. of Lisle street. Rockland. Wednes ton Village before moving to the missioner of Health and Welfare,
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Dean Fisher. Commissioner of In
579-589 Main St.
Rockland, Me
WANTED
NEWLY Renovated 3 Room Achorn and Mrs. Mitchell called day afternoon. Mrs. Vernon Pea^e Southland a few years ago and
136-S-tf
stitutions, Norman Greenlaw. Dis
son Scott and daughter Deborah
Cousens' Realty 1 Furnished Upstairs Apartment to on
have
many
friends
here.
Mrs.
Stanley
Prescott.
I ALL kinds of old painted comcussion will be led by Parentalso attended. It was Kris’ third
I let, all modern. Suitable for
Business Opportunities
Big Brother W< ek did not go
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude J.
I modes wanted.
I will pay $10
Teachers delegates.
I couple. Call at 33 PURCHASE
birthday.
She received many
Good Used Tractor
i each for the lift top variety. Will
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings j STREET or 1(71 M
by unnoticed h”re for a group of
Glaude and family visited Joseph's gifts.
15
17
Half Tracks
also pay top prices for all kinds
Howard-Hilt
21 LIMEROCK ST.
father,
Adelard
Glaude
and
J merchants, business concerns and
FOR RENT
Loader
The ninetieth birthday of Frank
of old pine and maple furniture
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lynw’ood Hilt of
brother
Adelard.
Jr.
and
family
in
a
».
.
friends
presented
a
subscription
HOSPITAL
Beds.
Folding
Wheel
Snow Plow
in any quantity. Write or phon*1
a Meservey was observed Sunday ,
»r
>
TEL 1538
hairs. Tel 939. UNITED HOME Sanford Saturday.
1 of The Courier-Gazette for a year Union, announce the marriage of
W. J. FRENCH, 10 High Street,
at
his
home.
Nine
of
his
11
chil

. S. Pillsbury & Son
SUPPLY
CO.
579-589
Main
St..
their
daughter.
Lynette
Alice,
to
I to Miss Marion Mitchell, night
Mrs. Albert Wall and son Ron
Camden, Maine, Tel. CEdar 6Across from Post Office
WATERVILLE
Rockland, Me.
12-S-tf ald of Roekland. Miss Glenys Mil dren and their families including i operator at the Washington Tele- ' A/2c Charles B. Howard, the son
3759.
15-tf J
152-tf
his
grandchildren
and
great-grand

AT 81 Union Street: 3 room un ler and MLms Gladys Miller and
12-S-15
j phone Exchange, as a token of : of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of
GARAGE wanted for one car.
children were present, 54 in num
furnished apt. to tet. with modern
Lambert Park. Bath.
NEW Forced Air Oil Heating Write STATE NEWS CO., Rock
Harold
Flanders,
called
on
Mrs.
CAMDEN
kitchen and bath, heated. CALL
ber. Sandwiches, cake, coffee and appreciation for her willingness to
Systems for sale, also cast iron land.
14-16
The wedding ceremony was
please.
5 room house with bath.
1st 893 days, 233 evenings.
14-tf Florence Flanders recently.
punch
were
served.
He
was
pre

furnaces for coal, wood. Any
performed by Rev. Nathaniel
floor: Kitchen with white sink
Mrs.
Harold
Steer
of
Round
Fond-du-Lae
Chapter,
OES,
has
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted
to
live
EIGHT
Room
Rouse
with
full
sented
where.
Complete installations
radio and other nice
dining room, living room.
Up
been invited to Orient Chapter. Pearson, on Oct. 7. 1956 In the
Nothing down. 3 yrs. terms start in, weekends off. TEL. 1741. 14-16 stairs: two bedrooms, full bath bath to let. auto, heqt, hardwood Pond and Mi*. Albert White of gifts.
floors,
cont.
hot
water.
34
MA

ing April. We call. Write todav.
OES. at Union, when District Congregational Church at Bristol.
WOMAN for kitchen work want- Complete cellar, electric hot wa
Mrs.
Grace
Johnson
received
SUPERIOR HEATING OO., 351 ed. Apply in person. HUMPTY- ter heater. Quiet location nea: SONIC STREET. Tel. 1177-W.
Deputy Grand Matron Night will The couple will reside In Bangor.
14-tf MISCELLANEOUS word Saturday of the birth of a
Sherwood St., Portland, Tel. SP DUMPTY.
14-tf public beach. $7C00.
Mrs. Howard is a Junior at
son. Wili am John Jr., to Mr. and be observed to honor Constance
UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt w.th
3-8617.
4*19
ONE Used Paint Spray Outfit
Excellent 6 room house com
C. H. RIPLEY, Rug and Up Mrs. William J. Dunnett of Ban Durkec. District Deputy Grand University of Maine. Orono, while
bath
to
let.
Elec,
stove
and
re

PIGS and Shoats for gale. wanted, at least l’fc H. P. size. R. pletely modern. 1st fleor: kitchen
Mr. Howard is stationed at Dow
holstery Cleaning Service. All
Matron of District No. 11.
GREENLAW FARMS, Lincoln RANDLETT. Isiesboro. Me.. Tel. dining room, living room.
2n(* ft ig.. thermostatic heat and hot work guaranteed. Tel. ROCK gor. Mrs. Dunnett is the former
Air Force Base.
water.
TEL.
1616.
13-15
“Beans For Polio"
Anna Fenwick of South Portland
Dark Harbor 87-^
13*15 floor: three bedrooms, bath. FuP
ville Avenue, Belfast. Maine.
LAND 940-K.
THREE
Rm.
Unfurn.
Apt.
to
• 154>f
There
will
be
a
"Beans
for
cellar,
hot
air
furnace,
oil
fired
and
Appleton.
DON’T Discard You Old Or
Camp To Rriit? Beaf To Sell?
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN This is an excellent buy and wil let. oil heat, bath; also 1 rm. furn.
Don’t miss the all-state and lolinson Of Monson MassuchuscttH Polio" supper at the Grange Hall
apt.,
kitchenette,
bath,
stove,
re

FHA
or
GI.
$7825.
NEWMAN for restoring and rein Washington Saturday. Feb. 2.
frig., heated. Ref. reg. Adults out-of-state readership of the
lieutenant Governor
WARREN
ftnlshing
48
Masonic
St.,
Tel.
“Magazine of Maine’’ Classifier
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
front 5.30 to 7, sponsored bv the
8 room Cape Cod style house only. 45 TALBOT AVENUE. 14-16 Ads! Only 10c a word. $2 mini
1106-M
1-tf
Robert F. Johnson of Monson j Grange. This old fashioned baked
FOR WELDING SUPPLIES
THREE Room and 1 rm. furn. mum, paid in advance. Interest
duplex arrangement.
4
EXPERIENCED. Conscientious with
High School was selected to serve I bean supper wifi include salads,
apts.
to
let.
Conveniences.
Adults
WEST1NGHOVSE
rooms
and
flush
each
side.
Ful
’
ing to read, too: “Boat Mart” — at Lieutenant Governor of the
Fish Cutter wanted, permanent
(for those who do not care for
job, good wages. Write P. F., c/o basement, furnace hot water heat 29 BEECH ST . Tel. 1116-W’. 11-19 “Flower Mart" — “Antiques”
• Electric Welders
oil
fired
on
one
side.
Will
GI
or
FIVE
Unfurnished
Rooms
and
“Trades” — Etc. DOWN EAST Commons ilth of Massachusetts beansl and all kinds of pies.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
4-tl
• Gas Drive Welders
FHA
at
$7000.
toilet
to
let.
Inquire
12
KNOX
during
the
10th
Good
Government
MAGAZINE, Cunidin, Maine.
MASON WORK WANTED
Those in charge are Ruth Boyn
mobo*
• Welding Rods
6 room house. 2 car garage. ? STREET. Tel. 1382-M.
9-U
11-tf Hay at the State House March 8.
Chimneys cleaned and repaired,
ton. Phyllis Hewett and Grace
acres
land.
1st
floor:
large
living
OIL
TWO 2 Room Unheated and
roofing and carpentering. AL
The name of the 17 year old sen- i Turner and they met Tuesday to
, GUAKANntD"
[WE GUARANTEE to Save You'; FRED NICKLES, Mason, Tel. room, kitchen, dining room. 2nd Unfurn. Apts, to let. All with elec,
ior was selected from a fish bowl , make plans and appoint the spe
HEAT
floor:
3
bedrooms,
1
baths
Fur
■
ja
VINOS
refrig, and range. CALL 677 be
969-M, P. O. Box 493. Rockland.
Money On Your OXYGENby Lieutenant Governor Robert I.. J
cellar, gas hot water heater Will tween 8 a. in. and 5.30 p. ni. or
is the time,
cial committees. An apron sale
156-t f
ACETYLENE Needs
GI or FHA $8000.
Murphy of Malden, in ceremonies j
COUSENS
REALTY.
Tel.
1538.
to
trade
in
>
<*
j and a white elephant sale will be
LOBSTERS wanted. Top prices
Route 131: 8 room Colonial type
in Governor's Fostf r Fureolo's |I two special features and all pro- A. C. McLoon Co.
143-tf
paid for good stock. REGAL home. 70 acres land: 20 cleared.
Morris Gordon
office.
UNFURN. Hgated, Thermosta
your
vehicle
LOBSTER CO., Roc kland 1705.
ROUKI-AND
TEL. SI
50 acre woodlot. 1st floor: kitchen
] coeds will be given to the March
106-tf
152-tf dining room, living room, bed tically Controlled. Four Rm. Apt.
Robert, son or Mr. and Mrs i of Dimes.
4
and Son
to
let,
shower,
elec,
kitchen
range
W’E BUY Scrap Iron, Metals, room. 2nd floor: 4 bedrooms. Will
Edward C Johnson of State Ave- !
PARK STREET MOTORS, Inc.
and
refrig.,
plenty
h&c
water
Rags and Batteries.
GI. $5500.
68 Park St.
Tel. 700
nue in Monson is a member of
free. Over CARR’S WALLPAPER
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Rockland - Maine
ROCKLAND
the Student Council, the proAND
PAJNT
CTR.
Rent
$11
per
Iceland Street
Rockland
Central:
Excellent neighbor
15-EOS-tf
merito group, and the staff of the
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white
150tf hood. 8 room house, 2 car garage. week. Inquire 586 Main St., or Tel.
6-tf
porcelain oil and elec, comb., gas
school publication the
”Mon1st floor: kitchen, breakfast nook, 25-W.
WEl.I.i WEI.L! WELL:
HELP W ANTED
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.
TWO Large Rooms with bath
sonia”. He is vice president of
dining room, double living room
If
it
is
water
you
need,
write
Tel 1510.
143-H
Seamstress Good At
with fireplace, ’u bath. 2nd floor: and cellar to let. Newly painted, R. W. DRINKWATER, Weil Drill h:.s class, president of the school
Will
furnish
if
9x12 LINOLEUMS for eale; reg.
Slip Cover Work.
4 bedrooms, full bath. Full base unfurnished.
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135 band, of which he is a four year
uiar $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH Part time work available. Write, ment, cement floor, hot water wanted. On front first floor.
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment member, and assistant editor of
Also
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST. giving experience, to Box 538, heat, oil fired. Kitchen has HotThomaston.
1-tf Rockland or Tel. Rockland 1995 point sink and dishwasher. This
2 rooms with bath and a 3 rooms plan also available, no down pay th<> senior “yearbook’’.
ment necessary. Member of New
PIPEFOR'"SALE
Robert is also representative of
house in excellent repair.
Will with toilet on first floor. $8 to $10 England and National Association.
for interview.
a week with lights and water.
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
13-15 GI or FHA. $13,700.
We are able to book more work the boys senior class at St.
Rubbish
disposal
free.
V.
F.
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
South End: 4 apartment house.
now.
l-ff Thomas the Apostle Church in
Lime Street
1-tf
4 separate furnaces, all hardwood STUDLEY. 77 Park Street, Tel.
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding Palmer.
' floors. 4 baths. New roof, new 8060 or 172 Broadway. Tel. 1234.
Clayt Bitler
BABY Parakeets for saie, full
4_tf i promptly done. All work guaran
He has been accepted at the
paint. Owner will furnish proof of
line of parakeet foods and mineral
teed. R. F. and D. R. EATON. Tel. University* of Massachusetts.
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS.
Wants To See You About . income and if you satisfy him he THREE Room Apartment on | 361-W. Rockland.
106-tf
1 will
take
sizable
mortgage. Main Street to let. unfurnished. ,
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
H is a grandson of Mrs. Grace
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
heated. TEL. 1870.
11-tf
St Thomaston Tel 374
1-tf
Goodyear Tires ! $10,000.
Johnson of Appleton.
tion*
made
for
all
lim**.
Oentral location: 7 room house
FIVE Room Unfinished Upstairs [
135-tf with full bath. Large lot of land. Apt. Io rent. TEL 541
2-tI | GIFFORDS. Rockland. Me. 89-tf
John Deere Tractor
Warrcn were callers at C. Bowers’
Owner has moved and will listen
TWO Rm. Furn. Apt. to let CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
PAINTING and Paperhanging, to a reasonable offer. This house
Easy to heat. Adults. Apply 12 Cleaned, repaired and installed recently.
inside and out. all work positively will GI.
SNOW
The Odds and Ends Club met
WARREN STREET
I51-t» Automatic cleaning equipment
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Central: 10 room house. IS
with Mrs Margaret Matson Wed-1
FTVE-Room
Unfurnished
Apart
free
In
apect
ion
and
estimates,
Work
accepted
Warren
to
Camden.
S. Pillsbury J
baths.
Excellent
location for
SEPTIC SERVICE, locally nesday evening.
Refreshments
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS rooming house. Near Water Com ment to let. hot and cold water
WATER VILLI
supplied. Located in Bickneb •
onaeatwd Tel Camden were served.
SELL. Phone 676-M. Post Office pany. $8500.
cum
,,
«_,«•Block. Not heated. CHARLES E
12 S-15 Rox 701 Roekland
-».<«
South End: 8 room house in A-l BICKNELL, n. Realtor. Phone
3 BEDROOM HOUSE WITH GARAGE
condition, with barn-garage. All 1647-W
82-tf i
IN CENTER OF ROCKLAND
newly shingled and painted. Back
FURN. and U’nfurn Apts, to let.
yard
fenced with
aluminum
You Can Earn A Good Income
• Modern Kitchen includes electric range, refrigerator
RARE OPPORTUNITY
fencing. 1st floor: kitchen, dining Adults. Inquire in person at 11
STREET
108-tf
room, living room with fireplace,JAMES
________________________________
• Modern Bath with tub. shower
Man with pleasing personality and honest desire to train
den. *s bath. Upstairs: 4 bed-1 THREE rms. plus new full bath
CLOSE TO HOME REPRESENTING AVON COSMETICS
for better position will receive good starting pay. security and
• Hardwood Floors
rooms, full bath. All hardwood and fiew Youngstown sink to let
unlimited advancement potential.
ANO SUPPLYING PRODUCTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY.
floors and combination windows. I furn- or unfurn. Adults pref. Ref
• 90 X 93 Lot, excellent neighborhood
Maine manufacturer with state-wide branch organization
Excellent buy. $13,500. Will GI or I required. Inquire in person at
Friendly, pleasant, profitable work quickly puts
supplies extensive training program by skilled executives. a
11 JAMES ST
138tf .
FHA.
• Dry Cellar has play room, darkroom, laundry and extra flush
dollars in your pocket.
Men developed In nnr organization claim this specialized
CGI SENS REAITA
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. for rent
earning
rapacity
exceeds
that
of
college
or
trade
srhool
edu

• Hot Water Heat with Oil, new electric water heater, copper
James S. Cousens
completely tiled bath with show
Tubing
cation.
Licensed Real Estate Broker
er. garage, auto, oi, hot water
MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN
CALL ROCKLAND .1975 FOR INTERVIEW
21 Limerock Street
heat,
nice
view
of
Rockland
•
Owner
being transferred. Wonderful time to buys—move la
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS. MAINE
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Acroaa From Pont Office
Harbor. 13 South 8treet. Inquire
About April 15. Telephone 07O-W tor Appointment.
Telephone Hampden 102 Collect After 6.00 P. M.
Trf 1538
| 7. L. CARSLEY, 16 Pleasant
13A1S
134-tf
IMt ( Strot.
:.................................................. "minium niiiiij
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Evergreen Garden

Alice M. Crie Has

Concert Association WINS FLORIDA BEAUTY CONTEST

King Solomon

Club Formed

Fine Position

Plans Campaign

Chapter Plans

For Late May

Past Priests Night

At Deer Isle

Royal Arch Masons of Rockland
An important meeting of officers,
The Evergreen Garden Club has
will observe Past High Priests
directors and committee heads of
I been organized at Peer Isle unnight on Thursday, Feb. 7 at the
Community Concert Association
1 der the direction of Mrs. Erma
Masonic Temple.
was held Wednesday evening at
Salsbury of Ellsworth, district diAt this convocation the degree
Mrs. Edith Bates of New cast.i rector of tjle state Federation of
It is good news to the host of
the Farnsworth Museum. This
of
Royal Arch Mason will be con
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Alton H. was a recent guest of Mrs. Ethel Garden Clubs.
was a preparatory meeting at
ferred by a team of Past High
Blackington in this area that Mrs. Coffin of Lawn Avenue.
The officers arc as follows:
! which Miss Muriel Parlin, N. Y.
Priests of King Solomon Temple
Blackington came through severe
Capt. Walter E. Scott, president:
• representative of Community Con
Chapter. Preceding the work of
A well baby clinic will be held jjrg Erma Weed, first vice presisurgery Tuesday in fine style at
cert Association was present.
the evening which commences at
the Beverly (Mass.) Hospital. The j Monday at the District Nutsing (jent; Mrs. Arthur Price, second
I President Nathalie Snow pre7.30, supper will be served by tho
Blackingtons. who are frequent Room in the Community Building. vice president; and Mis. Susan
I sided. It was voted to hold the
ladie3 of the Eastern Star in tha
Rockland summer visitors, live at Immunization for whooping cough, Loftus, secretary.
| 1957-’58 Community Concert Cam
diphtheria and tetanus and vaccin
Beverly Farms. Mass.
banquet hall at 6.30.
Slogan — "Progress Through
paign the week of May 20; the
ation for smallpox will be given Perfectly Planned
The present high priest. Most
Programs"
"kick-off” banquet to be held at
Miss Barba i a Morse will be with Pr. Kibbe in attendance.
Execellent
James L. Thomas, an
has been chosen, the theme —
the Thorndike Hotel Sunday. May
guest of the Catholic Women’s
nounced today thc names of tho
‘•Service To God, Country, And
19. It was also voted to try and
Club Monday evening at their
past high priests who will occupy
Girl Scout Troop 4 held their Community”. The next meeting
obtain the Longines Symphonette,
monthly meeting in St. Bernard's regular meeting at the Farns will be held on Wednesday. Feb.
the chairs during the conferring of
a singing group, and a Piano-Duo.
Parish Hall when she will show- worth Building Tuesday’ after 13. This entire meeting will be
the
degree, and are as follows:
Definite availability of these art
Miss Alice M. Crie
pictures and talk informally on school. The troop spent part of the devoted toward working out a
High Priest, Horatio C. Cowan;
ists will be announced before the
meeting selling peanuts and dur- Community Betterment Program.
her European trip.
King, Albert E. MacPhail; Scribe,
Miss Alice M. Crie went to Ber May campaign.
ing the business meeting voted to j
William E. Koster; Chaplain,
It
was
also
voted
that
Knox
wick
this
week
to
join
their
high
Mrs. Robert P. Burns has re send a Care package and to donate
George L. St. Clair; Treasurer,
County
Community
Concert
As

school faculty. A Rockland High
turned from St. Augustine. Fla., a case of peanuts for the polio auc Hospital Auxiliary
Frank A. Maxey.
sociation will sponsor the second
where she was called by the Ill- tion. Work was continued on laws Meets Tuesday
School graduate in '52 she re
Secretary, James E. Stevens;
Pops
Concert,
to
be
presented
at
ness of her mother, Mrs. Maud and promises for membership re
ceived her Bachelor of Science
Captain
of the Host, Charles A.
the Community Building in midi quirements for senior, service
Smith, who died December 26.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of Knox degree from the University of
Duncan; Principal Sojourner, Al
May,
to
benefit
the
Curtain
Fund
Deborah Hary and Gloria O'Sulli County General Hospital will hold Maine last June where she major
bert W. Ferrier; Royal Arch Cap
of which $1500.00 is still due.
The Nurses' Guild will meet van were elected as patrol leaders its February meeting at the Medi ed in Home Economics.
tain, Charles M. Foote, Sr.; Master
President
Snow
appointed
Hugh
for
the
remainder
of
the
year.
A
Wednesday, 8 p. m. at the home of
Last week she completed a
cal Arts Building at 2 p. m., Tuesof Third Veil, Winfield L. Chatto;
M.
Benner
chairman
of
the
Pops
Mrs. Georgia Emery, State street, camping trip and a trip to Port- j
nine weeks'
teacher training
Master of Second Veil, Walter G.
Conceit.
for a meeting and election of offi land were discussed, also to hold
Co-hostesses for tea will be Mrs. course at the University — six
Dimick, Sr.; Master of First Veil,
a social during the month of Feb
cers.
John McLoon and Mrs. Theodore weeks of which included practice
Leroy A. Chatto.
ruary.
Bird. They will be assisted by- teaching at Edward Little High Service Notes
Steward, Lloyd M. Richardson;
The Work For Charity Club met
Mrs. Clinton Bow-ley. Mrs. Wesley- School in Auburn.
Lighting
effects, Raymond L.
Ruth Mayhew Tent >DUV will
Army Private Ralph E. Cline,
Wednesday at the IOOF hall for
Miss Crie is in charge of the
Paul, Mrs. Lendon Jackson, Mrs.
Watts; Sentinel, Walter G. Dimick,
an all day session with Mrs. Lina meet at the GAR hall Monday at 6 Jampg Moore Mrg Flal)cig Orne very line Home Economics De Jr., whose parents live in Spruce
Jr.
_ _
__ _
_
e
f e, rs xxrxtlssmlz ellnnrir F/- 1 Carroll. Mrs. Elizabeth Moody and o'clock for a pot-luck supper fcl- Miss Anna Carini, Mrs. Gilbert partment which Berwick had new Head, is receiving on-the-job
NIKE
guided
missile
training
Mrs. Lili an Johnson as house loewed by a regular business Barker, Mrs. Elmer Barde, Mrs. A. in September, 1955.
She is the
with the 548th
Anti-aircraft
Mies Diane Morrison, 17, ol the Old County Road, Thomaston, was
keepers. Mrs. Marguerite Grindle meeting.
Alan Grossman, Mis. Gerald Black daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Artillery
Battalion's
Battery
A
at
crowned
Miss Hollywood Beach at the annual beauty contest held by Orffs Corner
presided over the business meet
Crie of 11 James Street.
and Mrs. Fred Snow.
the employees of the Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla., earlier
The
Daughters
of
St.
Bernard's
MRS ALBERT ELWELL
Loring
Air
Force
Base.
ing and work was continued on
Greeters will be Mrs. Seth Low
this month. Miss Morrison is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Correspondent
Cline, a 1953 graduate of St. Winslow and attended Thomaston High School before accepting empatchwork quilts. Those attend will meet Tuesday evening, 7.30 and Miss Ethel Payson, Mrs. Har
Telephone Temple 2-9454
ing were Mrs. Mabel Brewster, at the church hall for their regu
George High School in Tenants piuyment In Florida,
old Jackson and Mrs. William Rob
Harbor, entered the Army last
Mrs. Ada Payson. Mis. Shirley lar monthly meeting. Members
Mrs. Gladys Rogers, who has
bins
will pour.
,
October and received basic train
Rollins. Mrs. Zaida Winslow, Mrs. are reminded to bring white ele
been a medical patient at Miles
ing at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
Lillian Johnson, Mrs. Elizabeth phants.
Memorial Hospital has returned
NORTH WALDOBORO
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
Moody, Mrs. Lina Carroll and Mrs.
much improved in health.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Luttcr
Word has been received from
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Marguerite Grindle.
birthdays, Feb. 27, while Rock
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Davis of
Correspondent
Correspondent
S/Sgt. George C. Huntley that his were callers Sunday of Mr. and
land’s own Edna St. Vincent MilDutch Neok were Sunday callers
Telephone 16-4
Telephone 172
Miss Elizabeth Gay Glover of new- address is: Hq. Sq. 812 A.B.G., Mrs. Uugel Morse, Sr.
lay was born on Feb. 22, George
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Mrs. Wendell Genthner and
Charlotte, N. C., is guest of her Walker Airforce Base, Roswell,
Washington’s birthday.
bert Elwell.
sons were dinner guests on Sun
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
grandmother, Mrs. John I. Snow, New Mexico.
The library has many other inMrs. Edflh Skoog was hostess to Community Men’s Club To Meet
Mrs. MHda Meeseham of Lex
day
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs
dvery
week-day:
9
a.m.
to
830
p.m.
and her aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth
The regular meeting of the North
teresting biographies of notable the Mad Jems on Wednesday eveington, Mass., is the guest of Mrs.
• • •
Hanson of Masonic street.
Thomas Wildey Night will be ob Lavander Newbert.
people whose birthdays also occur ning. Lunch was served and a Haven Community Men's Club will Beatrice Kleinberg and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess
It has been said many times,
served Tuesday night at Miriam
be held on Monday, Feb. 4 at 7 p.
Norman Bragg, who has been a
Mrs. John Lowe, Jr. will serve Rebekah Lodge, 7.30, followed by of Union were callers recently of ‘You cannot always choose your this month, including Charles A. social evening enjoyed
Lindbergh,
Thomas
Edison,
James
The
Vinalhaven
High
School
m- in Nebo Lodge. Dinner will be surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
as hostess to the AUW of the Uni a drill rehearsal and refreshments. Mrs. Sadie McGueritv at the companions; but you can always
Russell Lowell and others.
Boys and Girls basketball teams served.
is convalescing at his home.
versalist Church Wednesday, 2
home of Clarence Shuman.
choose your books. You can, if you
Some of the newer books added were in Union for games on Tues- | William Hurd, the President has
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thibault and
p. m. in the church vestry. Wor
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bagley will, spend a few minutes every
The girls were announced that Dr. C. E. Hunting- child of Rockville visited Sunday
ship service will be conducted by Camden Lions
of Albion were dinner guests or day with the best and wisest men to the shelves during the month in- day evening.
clude:
chaperoned by Mrs. Roberta Estes
<>' «*« Biology Department of wUh their grandmother, Mrs.
Mrs. George Durkee and Mrs.
Saturday evening of Mr. and Mrs and women the world has ever
Collecting Eye
will give an .1- Ncl,ic
at thp hQme of
and the boys by Arthur Crossman. Bowdoin College
Ernest Long will be guest speaker,
Fiction
Douglass Ross.
known.”
_ z,,,.., on mifiu
lustrated ilecture
"Wild Bird Mrs. Henry Meyer.
her subject being "Health and Glasses For India
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gosta
Skoog
enter

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Poor were
February has through the years
Best from fantas.v and science
Life” at 8.15 p. m. in the Memorial
Welfare Nursing in Rural Maine.” j
Esther Circle of the Women’s
guests on Sunday of Mr. ane' been celebrated as American fiction, Boucher.
tained Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hopkins
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Geary at Room of tRe Noi,h Haven Baptist Socie,y of Christian Service which
Guest speaker at thc Camden Mrs. Cecil Poor in Winthrop.
month by schools, libraries and
Autumn comes early, H. Breslin.
Church. Eeveryone is invited to was cancelled due to the storm
The Pilgrim group of Pioneer1
The Women's Society of the bookstores.
dinner on Wednesday evening.
Lions this week was Dick Reny.
Certainly no one
Head of Apollo, E. Corbett.
hear Dr. Huntington.
Girls met at the First Baptist
will be held on February 5th at
Methodist Church meets everj month need be designated to make
Just Us Girls Club met with Mrs.
The ultra-violet widow, F. Crane.
Church Wednesday after school announcer for Station WRKD, who
the home of Mrs. Nellie Meyer
Wednesday
at
the
church
vestr;
us
conscious
of
our
many
advant

Stranger
to
the
shore,
K.
Dodson.
Emily
Dyer
on
Tuesday
evening.
showed
colored
slides
which
were
with 22 members present. A pro
WEST WALDOBORO
with Mrs. Jennie Lawrence as
dinner at noon.
It
was
Mrs.
Dyer
’
s
birhtday
and
ages,
but
surely
February,
because
Day
the
money
stopped,
Gill.
ject on match box furniture was taken while he was on duty with
Mr. and Mrs. Royal Dodge and co-hostess,
the club presented her with a gift.
of its association with the birth
Door into summer, Heinlein.
introduced by guide Blanche the Air Force in the Far East.
daughter Sandra of Boothbay visi- ■.---=
THORNDIKEVILLE
A lunch was served and the evendates of Washington and Lincoln,
Days of plenty, E. Fenwick.
Chase. Guide Bessie Corey brought
Thc
ted
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harlow
Genthnocket
who
is teaching school at
The area covered by the slides in
Mrs.
Douglas
Miller,
accompan
serves to emphasize our American
Best American short stories of ing passed playing games
the meeting to a close with a mis
ner Sunday.
Broad Cove is boarding with Mr.
cluded Japan, Formosa, Indo ied by Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller Heritage.
•
1956,
M.
Foley,
a
ed.
Mystery
Prize
was
won
by
Mrs.
sionary story.
Richard Cobh of Massachusetts and Mrs. Bert Winchenbach.
china,
the
Philippines,
and Jr. of Union went Saturday to Bos
The field of both adult and childGuns for Grizzly Flat, Peter Ethel Smith.
visited
his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Anthony Webber of MassaHawaii.
ton where Mrs. Miller will spend ren’s books is rich in its stories Field.
The Jaycee Wives will meet
Harland Dearborn and Lloyd
Stanley Cobb several days last chusetts was guest last week of
Guests for the evening were the week with her husband, Corp
Monday night. 7 p. m. at the Ho
Webster
are
visiting
in
town
with
of early America, of the days of
Case of the lucky loser, E. Gann,
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cobb.
Douglas Miller, who is stationed liscovery and pioneering. There
tel Rockland for a dinner meeting, Alfred Wellman and E. Hcwe.
Marry me, carry me, A. Ken- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster.
Donald Waltz has employment
Mrs. Florence Bidwell and Mrs.
The
club
was
also
entertained
on the USS Macon. Mr. Miller ire many stimulating biographies nedy.
adjourning to the Red Cross
Leo Dostie of Rockland was in at the Bath Iron Works.
Catherine
Waltz were Rockland
by
a
comedy
singing
quartet,
com

has
been
in
Sweden.
Tripoli,
the
Rooms to roll bandages. Mem
town on Wednesday and Thursday
of great men and women from the
Without regret, F. W. Kenyon.
Mrs.
Mabel
Genthner and visitors recently,
bers are reminded to take articles prised of Lions Kip Buikett, Bob past several months.
and
stayed
at
the
Millers.
time of Columbus to the present
The empty nest, J. Lawrence.
daughter and Mrs. Madeline Po-, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah and
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ingraham lay. There are unforgettable lives
for the donation box for the State Laite, Aubrey Young and Frank
Mrs. Lucy Skoog and Mrs. Bessie land were in Rockjand iast Fri- her mother, Mrs. Jchn W’aldo
Voyage into violence, F. & R.
Leonard.
have
had
as
weekend
guests
Mr
Hospital in Augusta.
Geary are visiting with relatives, „ay
I twQ daughte,., gpent Sun(lay wjth
if people, events and principles Lockridge.
The February supper commit and Mrs. Roy Sanborn from Con
which have made our country ‘‘the
in Portland.
Death
of
a
fool,
N.
Marsh.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Peterson
of
Verney in Sheepscot.
Mrs. Reginald Withington was tee was appointed and are: Chair necticut.
and of the free and the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hopkins of1 Methuen. Mass, visited friends ,
______ ____
The Rancho of the little loves,
guest of honor at a surprise stork man. Kip Burkett, Norman Fuller,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw
the brave".
Waukesha, Wise., left Saturday to herc last Saturday,
Many
people
pray for things
R.
Nathan.
shower Monday n'ght at the home John Fitzsimmons and Lester were in Bangor Saturday, visiting
Books about
America and
visit with relatives ih Massachus
George Farnsworth of Milli- they wouldn't think of working for.
Tower in the West, F. Norris.
of Mrs. Michael Leo, Jefferson Gross.
their sister Miss Lucretia Pushaw
American people make up a large
The Philadelphian, R. Powwell. etts. They have been in town
Lions wish to remind evervstreet. The many gifts were ar
Mr. and Mrs. Obed Hart and son
portion of all libraries, either pub-1 The man in the net, P. Quentin. visiting frieqds and relatives for
ranged in a decorated basket and body that they are still collecting ; Danny. Arthui Hart of Hope, Mr
lie home or school, and each sea
Summer hills, D. E. Stevenson. the past few’ weeks.
a miniature blue umbrella flanked eye glasses, frames and lenses, to j
Marguerite Chapter OES will
son
brings
new
and
distinguished
.
The Estruscan. M. Waltari.
with blue tapers centered the re be sent to the Lions International , granddaughter. Mrs. Scrutton of
meet on Monday evening at 7.30.
Aurora dawn. Wouk.
freshment table. Invited guests in India. Everyone’s co-operation) Lincolnville visited at Mr. and additions.
Mrs. Edith Poole is in charge cjf
The State of Maine has added • The undefeated, I. Wylie.
were Mrs. Theresa Withington, I will be greatly appreciated if they Mrs. C. C. Childs’ Sunday.
refreshments.
much
to
February
birthdays
of
i
Mrs. Frank Winchenbach, Mrs. would give any old unused eye
A. C. Ingraham is on a business
Non-Fiction
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner
William Nvstrom. Mrs. Henry glasses to any Lion within the next trip to Boston this week. Mrs. In America. Among those are Laura
Damn Yankees, G. Abbott
and daughters of Medomak are
Gardner, Mrs. William Legage, I week or two.
graham accompanied him as far E. Richards and Henry Wadsworth
Face toward the spring, Faith visiting with their son and daugh
Longfellow who have the same
Mrs. Albert Winchenbach. Mrs.
Baldwin.
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ashley
Theodore Benner, Miss Yvonne
Laughter is a wonderful thing, Genthner, Jr.
as Hillsboro, N. H., where she
Withington. Mrs. Clarence Leon
Lamb Main
Joe E. Brown.
will visit relatives.
Mrs. Laura Skoog has been stay
ard. Rockport; Mrs. Richard 1
Men who made the nation, Dos ing with he^- daughter and son-inMr. and Mrs. A. Leroy Croteau
Dish Stars
Lankton, Mrs. Rollo Gardner of '
and Mrs. C. M. Richards recently Passos.
Camden and Miss Naomi Withing
law, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chilles
In Second Act
The story of Gabrielle, Gabriel- for the past week to care for Mrs.
called on Mrs. Martha O'Jala,
ton of Augusta.
son.
Dodges Mountain, Rockville.
Chilles and the new baby, Greta
Meat main dishes are as
Social items, parties, weddings,
Oft limits, H. Habe.
Mrs. Harry Pushaw entertained
Diane. Master Jeff has been a
American in tradition as the
guests, all personal news for the
at a dinner party Tuesday the fol
names of Washington and Lin
Sea dreamer, the life of Joseph i guest of his aunt and uncle, Mr.
Courier-Gazette may be tele
coln. Certainly February is just
lowing guests, Mrs. Maola Cro Conrad, Jean-Aubrey
and Mrs. Harold Haskell.
the month to skillfully create I
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
teau, Mrs. Mildred Berry, Mrs.
Letters of Sarah Orne Jewett,
Judith Clayter, Sally Rae, Ann
seme
of
these
meal-in-one
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
Mildred Thorndike and Mrs. Richard Cary, ed.
Webster, Joseph, Edward and
dishes.
left at her home, 161 Limerock
Dorothy Childs. Mrs. Kay GuyWashington is wonderful, B- Richard Dyer, Tim Lane, Harold
Planned meat leftovers are not |
street.
tf
ette was invited but unable to at Jones.
Anderson and Warren Loveless are
only economical but also become
tend.
It seems like yesterday, H. V. all home on vacation from the Uni
an interest ing food adventure
Kaltenborn.
when carefully combined in a
versity of Maine. They will return
casserole dish.
Heart of the hunter, Edison Mar to school over the weekend.
Reba Staggs, well known meat
shall.
The Night Hawks met with Mrs.
expert, suggests this Epicurean
Lost parallel, M. Russ.
Winona Peterson on Wednesday
q. What is the name of thia cut
Lamb Casserole as an exciting
M rs. Henry Longfellow, C. Wag- evening. Lunch was served and
of meat?
and pleasing way to serve left
enknecht.
the evening passed with sewing.
over cooked lamb. It’s a modern A. Pork Sirloin Roast
Pirate; Rascals of the Spanish
product of the imagination, and
The Burnham and Morrill Co.
Q. Where does lt come from and
is a seasonal meat dish that
Main, Whipple.
plant in town closed operations on
how
Is
it
identified?
takes the minimum of time and
Raising demons, S. Jackson.
Monday until early in the spring.
A. It is the ham end of the loin
effort.
Mrs. Patricia Duncan was host
which contains the hip bone.
Epicurean Immb Casserole
ess to the ”50 Club" on Tuesday
The outer surface is covered
2 cups diced cooked lamb
with fat and there is some
CORRECTED PRICE
evening. A lunch of Italian Pizza
2 tablespoons lard
Alumijnurft Coffjbjnation
fat covering the tenderloin.
and colfee was served and the
1- cup chopped onion
Storm Window's installed
Treat Your Heme Te
evening passed with cards and
1 can (4 ounces) mushrooms, Q. How Is it prepared?
Jet Sprov Rinsing wilt,
• on-yapr home Ygu sove
Top Performance
sewing.
A. By roasting — a dry heat
•»as*much pi •30'S/o of) your
drained
deep overflow carries

EAGLE-RICHER

1.95

1 cup cooked rice

1 can (1 lb. 13 oz.) tomatoes
l'i teaspoons salt
Durable
B.autita’
Convem ent

teasjioon pepper

>i teaspoon curry powder
*.i cup grated Parmesan

cheese

Little and Hoffses
Building Contractors
50 HIGH ST.
THOMASTON
TEL. 178-11
120-S-tf
FRFf fSTIMATi’ —

SUDGrt'PlAN

Cook onions in lard until ten
der. Add mushrooms and brown
lightly. Combine all ingredients
except cheese in greased 1$4quart r .sserole; sprinkle with
cheese. Bake in moderate oven
(350* F.) for 30 minutes. Yield:

• servings.

method of meat cookery. The
roast is placed fat side up on
a rack in an open roasting
pan and placed in a 350’ F.
oven. Allow 43 to 50 minutes
per pound for cooking or if
using a roast meat thermom
eter, allow the internal tem
perature to reach 185° F., the
recommended internal tem
perature for pork to reach
the well done stage.

Sharp, dear TV Images; staticfree radio reception . . . these
[watching and listening pleasures
•are yours when yon rely on ns.
[for prompt, efficient service
(and repairs.

I,

Richards

Radio - Television
SALES and SERVICE
1« MAIN ST.
THOMASTON
Day Phone 151-2 - Nights, 151-Sj

1S1-T

Church News

Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will con
clude his series on the Challenges
of Christ this Sunday with the ser
mon, "Bear Witness”. The service
will close with Holy Communion.
Church School will begin at 10.00
and the Bible Study Class will
meet in the church auditorium at
7.30 p. m.
Some men talk a lot more reli
gion than they ever practice.

soil up ond out of tub.

Pay As Little As $1.94 a Week

H. H. CRIE & CO.
HEATING - PLUMBING - ELECTRICAL SUPPUES
328 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND - MAINE
Free Delivery
15’lt

